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I. Introduction
Project Background
Commercial development for any city can have a significant impact on the quality of life for
residents and economic development for the community as a whole. To seek community input
regarding future development in Dublin, the Dublin City Council, on March 18, 2014, created
the Commercial Development Task Force (CDTF) – an appointed committee of 12 local citizens
– to examine the potential for additional commercial development throughout Dublin. City
staff identified five “opportunity sites” that were the key focus of the CDTF. These sites
included: 1) Downtown Dublin; 2) The Green at Park Place; 3) Dublin Land Company; 4) The
Promenade/Grafton Plaza; and 5) the Chen property. A consultant team was hired by the City
to work with the CDTF and City staff to provide information on economic viability and
commercial design considerations, and to assist in facilitating and documenting all CDTF
meetings. Throughout the project, City staff from Community Development, Economic
Development and the City Manager’s Office provided helpful support to the CDTF and the
consultant team. All members of the CDTF have shown strong dedication to this planning effort
and have volunteered many hours in discharging their duties as outlined in direction from the
Council.
Opportunity Sites Map
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Task Force Purpose and Charge
The purpose of the Commercial Development Task Force (CDTF), as defined by the City Council,
is to engage residents and seek their input regarding the remaining undeveloped commercial
properties in Dublin. For this specific planning effort, the CDTF was charged with the following
three tasks:
1. Classify the desirability of existing commercial sites for future development
2. Define desirable design principles to shape the vision of future commercial development
3. Identify additional economic development incentives to attract and retain commercial uses

Planning Process
The planning process for the CDTF was
comprised of five facilitated meetings to
guide the CDTF through the process of
creating a series of key recommendations
for future development in Dublin. For each
of the five meetings, the CDTF was asked to
focus on a specific aspect of the planning
process including, vision, market viability,
design, desirability of the opportunity sites,
and key recommendations.
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Planning Tools
Each meeting included a presentation on the specific aspect of the process given by either a
member of City staff or the consultant team. This was followed by a period of discussion for
CDTF members to ask questions and consider what was presented. All meetings were open to
the public and time was provided towards the end of each meeting to offer an opportunity for
community feedback. A wallgraphic recording was created for each meeting to help facilitate
the discussion and to record comments from the CDTF and community members present. As a
supplement to each meeting, CDTF members were also provided meeting packets that included
a meeting agenda, meeting notes, and a copy of the wallgraphic recording from the previous
meeting. Supplemental material was provided to CDTF members prior to some meetings and
that information was included again in the meeting packets for the CDTF members’ reference.
Surveying tools were used to gain additional feed back from all participants. These included an
interactive community design survey (Meeting 3) and an individual homework assignment
(Meeting 4). All meeting materials and notes were made available to the public on the CDTF
website at www.dublin.ca.gov/CDtaskforce.
The Appendices provided at the end of the report include copies of all meeting notes,
wallgraphic recordings, presentations, supplemental documents and the homework
assignment and its summary for reference.
CDTF Meetings Summary
Meeting 1: Vision – The initial kick-off meeting for the CDTF included a general overview of
commercial development in Dublin provided by city staff and facilitated by the consultant
team. The meeting helped to introduce all participants to the planning process and generate an
initial assessment of assets, issues and opportunities for commercial development in the City of
Dublin. Marnie Delgado, Senior Planner, provided background information about current
development activity and anticipated build out of the community. Linda Smith, Assistant City
Manager provided background information on the City’s current economic development
programs and incentives to attract and retain business in Dublin.
Meeting 2: Market Viability – Michael Berne of MJB Consulting, a national expert on the
economics of retail and commercial activities, gave a presentation on market considerations,
market demand, and different typologies of retail development to the CDTF. The presentation
served as a means of educating CDTF members on general assumptions and basic concepts for
the current retail market. The meeting’s follow up discussion gave members an opportunity to
ask market-specific questions for Dublin and led to further refinements to the CDTF’s overall
vision for future commercial development.
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Meeting 3: Design Principles – An overview of design principles was presented by Chris Beynon
of MIG at the third meeting, building upon the viable retail typologies identified in the previous
meeting. CDTF members were introduced to key design aspects such as, range of uses, site
configuration, building design, circulation, access, materials, and textures. The CDTF was
informed that all of these considerations help to define the character of a place and can have a
big impact on the long-term economic success of development. Through an interactive
community design survey during the meeting, the CDTF was asked to identify desirable
elements of design that they would like to see with future commercial development in Dublin.
As a follow-up to the content presented to the
CDTF during the first three meetings – existing
conditions, market viability, and design principles –
the Project Team issued a homework assignment
for CDTF members to complete prior to the fourth
meeting. The homework assignment asked CDTF
members to assess each of the five opportunity
sites for the following criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Overall desirability for commercial development
Preferred retail typology
Preferred use types
Desired design elements

Meeting 4: Desirability of Opportunity Sites – Findings from the homework assignment were
crafted into an initial list of preliminary recommendations and presented to the CDTF during
the fourth meeting. These findings and other outstanding questions were part of an “open
discussion” period of the meeting which led to a reassessment of desirability and use types and
design principles for each of the opportunity sites.
An overview of existing direct and indirect economic development programs and incentives
was also presented to the CDTF at Meeting 4 by Lori Taylor, Economic Development Director,
and Hazel Wetherford, Senior Administrative Analyst for the City. CDTF members were asked
how they would encourage developers, property owners, restaurants, retailers, and
institutional investors to locate and invest in the City of Dublin. They were also asked how they
would encourage shoppers, diners and visitors to choose Dublin over other areas in the region.
Various recommendations were generated during an open discussion of both questions.
Meeting 5: CDTF Key Recommendations Review –The Summary and Key Recommendations
Report was prepared based on feedback received from the CDTF. Prior to Meeting 5, a draft
form of the report was provided to CDTF members to review and consider any revisions to the
report. The revisions and a final review with the CDTF were facilitated during Meeting 5 to
ensure that the recommendations represented the feedback from the CDTF.
4
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II. Recommendations
The following is a compilation of recommendations derived from the entire planning process
for the City of Dublin Commercial Development Task Force (CDTF). The recommendations are
organized based on the three part charge posed to the CDTF including desirability of
commercial sites, design principles, and economic development incentives.

A. Desirability of Commercial Sites
A1. GENERAL
A1-1. Strong consideration should be given to site adjacencies including development type,
intensity, mass/scale, uses, interface and connectivity.
A1-2. The construction timing for the residential portion of a mixed use project should be tied
to construction of the commercial portion of the development where feasible.
A1-3. The City Council should approach development strategies with a long-term vision
making sure not to settle for something less than optimal for the community.
A1-4. Create commercial experiences that are unique to Dublin and help to create a sense of
place and identity.
A1-5. Traffic flow patterns should be considered within and around any future development.
A2. DOWNTOWN DUBLIN
A2-1. Retail commercial intensification is critical to the downtown and should be a key
component of revitalizing the area.
A2-2. Mixed use in the retail core of the Downtown should have a significant focus on retail
uses.
A2-3. Additional residential units are supported when the intent is to support additional
commercial development in Downtown as a whole.
A2-4. Mixed-use projects should include a significant commercial component, particularly in
the Retail District.
A2-5. Use additional residential development to leverage opportunities for commercial
development.
A2-6. A key opportunity site for commercial/mixed use intensification is the Burlington Coat
Factory parcel at the northwest corner of Dublin Boulevard and Golden Gate Drive.
City of Dublin Commercial Development Task Force – FINAL Summary and Key Recommendations Report
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A2-7. The area south of Dublin Boulevard should, wherever possible, contain a mix of uses and
not be just residential.
A2-8. Create a walkable environment along Regional Street with new development.
A3. GREEN AT PARK PLACE
A3-1. This site is ideal for retail commercial development. Mixed use residential is an
acceptable component as long as the focus of the project is on a high quality
commercial experience.
A3-2. The site has good access for Dublin residents.
A3-3. Leverage the prime site location (i.e. visibility and access from I-580 and BART, and
proximity to the future Persimmon Place) to create a development with a memorable
experience.
A3-4. The Task Force vision is in line with the proposed project concept for a walkable area
with outdoor dining and other lifestyle amenities.
A4. DUBLIN LAND COMPANY (DLC)
DLC - Parcel 1
A4-1. There is support for the existing land use of General Commercial which allows both
office and retail commercial.
A4-2. There is strong support for office uses at this site which should be a priority over retail.
A4-3. Office development should and would complement Dublin Corporate Center and
Gateway Medical to the west across Tassajara Road.
A4-4. Do not consider an auto dealership at this location.
DLC - Parcel 2
A4-5. Create a “main street” lifestyle experience which incorporates a sense of place,
walkable, with gathering areas.
A4-6. Provide opportunities for retail, restaurant and neighborhood serving uses.
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A4-7. This site provides a prime location for retail uses since it is on the “going home” side of
Tassajara Road.
A4-8. Uses should complement, but not necessarily duplicate, those uses already located at
The Shops at Waterford.
A4-9. Develop this parcel as a neighborhood commercial/lifestyle oriented walkable shopping
center.
A4-10. A mixed-use residential development, similar in orientation to The Shops at Waterford,
is supported here if it includes a strong retail component.
A4-11. The construction timing for the residential portion of a mixed use development should
be tied to the construction of any retail component.
DLC - Parcels 3 & 4
A4-12. These parcels are best suited for medium-density residential.
A4-13. Residential uses should be considered based on existing adjacent uses and the proximity
to Emerald Glen Park.
A4-14. Residential development is supported on Parcels 3 and 4 if there is a strong commercial
component on Parcel 2.
A4-15. The construction timing for the residential units should be tied to the construction of a
strong retail component on Parcel 2 where feasible.
A5. PROMENADE
A5-1. There is support for a combination of commercial and residential development here.
A5-2. This site requires a strong commercial component.
A5-3. The commercial component should front on Grafton Street and Dublin Boulevard.
A5-4. Commercial development should be walkable with a “main street” feel.
A5-5. Grafton Street should extend through the site to the north and south.
A5-6. The timing of residential construction should be tied to commercial construction.
A5-7. There is a preference for horizontal mixed-use but open to vertical mixed-use.
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A6. GRAFTON PLAZA
A6-1. Commercial development should generally mirror the Grafton Station corner.
A6-2. The timing for residential construction in a mixed use project should be tied to
commercial construction where feasible.
A6-3. There is support for the existing Mixed-Use designation.
A7. CHEN PROPERTY
A7-1. There is strong support for the existing General Commercial land use.
A7-2. This is a good regional shopping location (i.e. proximity to I-580, Livermore Premium
Outlets and Fallon Gateway).
A7-3. There is strong support for flex-tech office space here.

B. Design Principles
B1. MATERIALS, TEXTURES AND CHARACTER
B1-1. Utilize design elements that create a sense of place.
B1-2. Consider a contemporary design style.
B1-3. Incorporate quality lighting.
B1-4. Provide signage and wayfinding elements.
B1-5. Incorporate a base, body and cap in the design of future buildings.
B1-6. Consider historical references and/or contemporary elements in design through the use
of traditional materials that are representative of the Tri-Valley area where appropriate.
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B2. AMENITIES
B2-1. Provide places for people to gather.
B2-2. Accommodate areas for interactive “play” such as chess games, shuffle board, etc.
B2-3. Create event-ready spaces.
B2-4. Incorporate water features, such as fountains using sustainable measures.
B3. CONNECTIVITY, ACCESS, AND SUSTAINABILITY
B3-1. Design pedestrian-friendly features (i.e., safe pathways with landscaped borders).
B3-2. Include bicycle-friendly features (i.e., bike lanes, bike racks, and storage).
B3-3. Utilize drought-tolerant landscaping.
B3-4. Incorporate solar technology where possible.
B3-5. Consider low-profile parking garages as an alternative to surface parking.

C. Economic Development Incentives
C1. DEVELOPERS, PROPERTY OWNERS, RESTAURANTS, RETAILERS, AND
INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS
C1-1. Expand the marketing and promotion of Dublin’s assets, such as a prime location, retail
desirability, an innovative incentives toolbox for economic development, an educated
and talented workforce, a high-achieving educational system, and an appealing
residential real estate market.
C1-2. Attract tech-oriented businesses to locate in Dublin as an alternative to Silicon Valley
and as a long-term investment strategy for job creation and growth.
C1-3. Assist entrepreneurial businesses, particularly with annual sales in the $5-$10 million
range, to acquire office and flex-tech space to locate and expand in Dublin.
C1-4. Encourage current property owners to invest in the upkeep and improvement of their
properties to help build a positive brand for the Dublin community.
C1-5. Support a broad mix of tenants in commercial development.
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C1-6. Consider policy strategies that leverage the greatest potential for existing assets, such as
the zoning of property near transit, and adaptive reuse of older commercial property for
non-traditional uses.
C1-7. Work with LAVTA to create programs such as a “ride-share” or shuttle service from
BART to retail and office uses as an incentive to bring businesses and new jobs to
Dublin.
C2. SHOPPERS, DINERS AND VISITORS
C2-1. Encourage sponsorships by local businesses, the chamber of commerce, and the TriValley Visitor’s Center to create event programming that makes Dublin a destination,
such as “free nights”, movie nights, and free concerts in the park during the summer to
use as a marketing strategy for promoting local shops, restaurants, and attractions.
C2-2. Create retail centers that provide a diversity of shopping and dining options.
C2-3. Encourage private shuttle services for businesses in the community.

10
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APPENDIX A. Meeting Notes and Wallgraphics

Task Force Meeting #1
Wednesday, April 23, 2014 - 6:00 pm – 8:00 pm
Dublin Library – Community Room

NOTES
IN ATTENDANCE:
Commercial Development Task Force:
Sulayman Bimar
Bob Costa
Steve Lockhart
Prashant Ravani
Melissa Sladden
Renata Tyler

Kerrie Chabot
Jim LeQuin
Todd Padnos
Bill Schaub
Janine Thalblum
Stephen Wright

Public:

City Staff and Consultants:

Mike Tseng
Marshall Torre
David Bowlby
Marty Inderbitzen
David Clock

Chris Foss (City Manager)
Linda Smith (Assistant City Manager)
Luke Sims (Community Development Director)
Jeff Baker (Assistant Community Development Director)
Marnie Delgado (Senior Planner)
Lou Hexter (MIG)
Jeff Liljegren (MIG)

The following is a meeting summary for the first meeting of a five meeting process to kick-off the
Commercial Development Task Force (CDTF) for the City of Dublin, California. Those in attendance for
the initial gathering included the appointed members of the CDTF, representatives from City staff, MIG,
Inc. (consulting firm) and members of the public. The meeting was facilitated by Lou Hexter of MIG and
a binder of supportive information was provided for each member of the CDTF. Within each binder
members were provided with a meeting agenda, the task force purpose and charge, a list of member
responsibilities, a city map with identified opportunity sites, and “property fact sheets” for each of the
five identified opportunity sites. All materials provided and presented for Task Force meetings are
available on the City’s website at http://www.dublin.ca.gov/CDtaskforce
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The following provides the key points addressed during each portion of the meeting as per the agenda:
I. Welcome
Jeff Baker, Assistant Community Development Director for the City of Dublin, opened the meeting
introducing City staff and MIG facilitation team to the Task Force. He thanked members for volunteering
to serve on the Task Force and encouraged them to participate fully in crafting a set of
recommendations to the City Council regarding the community’s vision for commercial development.
Lou Hexter of MIG then explained the purpose of the meeting and provided a brief overview of the
evening’s agenda.
II. Task Force Charge and Ground Rules
Lou Hexter facilitated a quick “get to know you” session with the group, asking each member to
introduce themselves briefly. He then reviewed the purpose and charge of the Task Force, and
described some ground rules to establish the tone for how all meetings are expected to proceed.
III. Plan Process, Work Plan and Outcomes
Mr. Hexter next provided an overview of the CDTF process, explaining the overall work plan and the
three outcomes that are expected from this effort, as directed by the City Council. These outcomes
include a prioritization of desirability for each of the identified opportunity sites; identification of
desirable design principles for future development; and identification of additional economic incentives
to further catalyze development activity in Dublin for near- and long-term goals.
CDTF members asked clarifying questions about the status of development activity, economic
incentives, and the scope and role of the Task Force.
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IV. Background: The Dublin Story
Marnie Delgado, Senior Planner for the City of Dublin, provided the CDTF with a presentation
covering supportive background information and summary of the Dublin Story. The presentation
included a brief history of development in Dublin, an overview of existing plans and the regulatory
setting for development, a description of schools serving the City, key commercial and residential
development benchmarks of existing and proposed growth (citywide), and information regarding
the undeveloped commercial opportunity sites which include: 1) Downtown Dublin; 2) The Green; 3)
Dublin Land Company; 4) The Promenade and Grafton Plaza; and 5) the Chen property.
Linda Smith, Assistant City Manager for the City of Dublin, then presented an overview of the City’s
current set of economic development incentives that are offered to businesses interested in
locating in Dublin. Ms. Smith discussed the cost of starting a business in Dublin, including the high
cost of impact fees such as traffic impact fees and the sewer and water connection fees charged by
the Dublin San Ramon Services District.
Then Mr. Hexter asked for general comments and questions (in italics) regarding the commercial
opportunity sites from the Task Force. The questions and comments are provided below and were
noted by the graphic note taker.
Downtown Dublin
Is there a hotel planned near the BART station?
What is the expectation of density in the area?
Dublin Land Company
What are the expectations for future parking, traffic and infrastructure for this area?
Should this area be considered for creating a downtown for Dublin?
Could this be an urban transit district for Dublin?
Perhaps this is an activated area with entertainment and destination uses?
The northern most parcel is public/semi-public/residential. Could this be a neighborhood park?
The Green at Park Place
What is the context of this site and anticipated future development of the surrounding undeveloped
properties?
The Promenade and Grafton Plaza
What does “commercial” signify and what does the current plan anticipate to be developed on The
Promenade?
Chen Property
None
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V. Task Force Discussion
Lou Hexter and Jeff Liljegren facilitated a group discussion with the CDTF, surveying the group to
establish a baseline set of assets, issues/challenges, and opportunities that the group sees for
future commercial development that may occur within the City of Dublin.
Members of the task force provided mixed perspectives regarding what they want for their
community. Some are happy with what Dublin has and want to build upon that success. Others see
shortcomings for Dublin and perhaps have a desire to create a unique identity/center/heart for their
community.
The group identified the following key assets, challenges and opportunities:
Assets
- Schools
- Location w/ room to grow
- Homeownership
- Farmers’ Market
Issues/Challenges
- Traffic/ parking/ congestion
- Lack of a downtown/center/heart
- Working with property owners

Opportunities
- Attract businesses that want to own property
vs. leasing space to locate in Dublin
- Develop a unique destination strategy for
Dublin
- Identify Dublin’s niche markets, competitive
edges of neighboring cities, and future
potential for commercial development
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- Splatter!
- Talented population
- Our Community!
- Alameda County Facilities (in Dublin)

- Imbalance of housing and commercial dev.
- Effects of the Great Recession
- Access to commercial development is
geographically challenged

- Approach development strategies with longterm goals
- Leverage county development as a catalyst
for additional development opportunities
- Utilize good urban design to locate a mix of
uses that support a more walkable
environment for Dublin
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VI. Community Audience Feedback
The CDTF meetings will all be open to the public. Mr. Hexter, as facilitator, took time towards the
end of this initial meeting to address the community members present and to offer them the
opportunity to provide feedback.
Marty Inderbitzen, representative for the property owner of The Promenade and Grafton Plaza,
spoke briefly about the history and vision for build-out of the Eastern Dublin Specific Plan area. He
further expressed an interest in the CDTF process, and requested that the City provide him with a
copy of all meeting materials that the Task Force receives.
A CDTF member voiced an opinion that input is welcome from the community, but should be
represented fairly and not skewed by special interests of local developers working in Dublin.

VII. Next Steps
Action Items:




Post digital copies of all materials on the City's website.
Provide copies of background information to CDTF prior to meetings (homework
assignments).

Upcoming Meetings:






May 21 – Dublin Library Community Room, 6:00 – 8:00 pm
June 5 – Dublin City Hall, Regional Meeting Room, 6:00 – 8:00 pm
June 25 – Dublin City Hall, Regional Meeting Room, 6:00 – 8:00 pm
July 16 – Dublin City Hall, Regional Meeting Room, 6:00 – 8:00 pm
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Prepared By:

Task Force Meeting #2
Wednesday, May 21, 2014 - 6:00 pm – 8:00 pm
Dublin Library – Community Room

NOTES
IN ATTENDANCE:
Commercial Development Task Force:
Sulayman Bimar
Bob Costa
Steve Lockhart
Prashant Ravani

Jim LeQuin
Bill Schaub
Janine Thalblum

Public:

City Staff and Consultants:

Marshall Torre
David Bowlby
Marty Inderbitzen
Steve Lawton
Wendi Baker

Chris Foss (City Manager)
Linda Smith (Assistant City Manager)
Luke Sims (Community Development Director)
Lori Taylor (Economic Development Director)
Jeff Baker (Assistant Community Development Director)
Lou Hexter (MIG)
Jeff Liljegren (MIG)
Michael J. Berne (MJB)

The following is a summary of the second meeting of the City of Dublin’s Commercial Development
Task Force (CDTF). Those in attendance (shown above) included appointed members of the CDTF,
representatives from City staff, MIG, Inc. and MJB (consulting team) and members of the public. The
meeting was facilitated by Lou Hexter of MIG and a packet of supportive information relating to this
meeting was distributed to each member. The packet included an agenda, notes from the previous
meeting and a photoreduction of the graphic recording produced during that meeting. An excerpt from
an article on the forecast for retail in 2014 was also offered as background on current retail trends
occurring nationwide. All materials provided and presented for Task Force meetings are available on the
City’s website at http://www.ci.dublin.ca.us/index.aspx?NID=1498
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The following provides the key points addressed during each agenda segment of the meeting, and a
photoreduction of the wallgraphic produced during the meeting is attached to these notes.
I. Welcome/Introduction
Lou Hexter, the facilitator for the Task Force process, opened the evening with a description of the
meeting purpose and agenda, followed by a reminder of highlights from the Task Force’s initial meeting
on April 23rd. He also gave a brief review of the City Council’s deliberation and direction the previous
night regarding the Dublin Land Company parcels, which are among those under discussion by the Task
Force.

II. Presentation: Retail 101 – A Context for Exploring Dublin’s Commercial Future
Michael J. Berne, principal of MJB Consulting and a national expert on the economics of retail and
commercial activities, provided an informative and educational session to the CDTF covering some
general assumptions and basic concepts for the retail market today. This included an overview of retail
terminology, market analysis, consumer demand, the retailer’s perspective, shopping center typologies,
primary actors, and a competitive context specific to Dublin and for the opportunity sites charged to the
CDTF to evaluate for site desirability.
Within the presentation, Michael identified various existing retail centers within or in close proximity to
Dublin. These centers include: Stoneridge Shopping Center, Downtown Walnut Creek and Broadway
Plaza, Livermore Premium Outlets, Pleasanton Gateway, and Ulfert Center. Such existing and future
businesses contribute to a competitor profile that will have impacts for any retail being considered for
the opportunity sites.
Questions and comments were generated during the presentation that included:
- Are “niche” markets and the phychographics apart of what advertising agencies focus on?
- What are Department Stores now? Do they exist?
- Ethnic specialty centers like Ulfert Center tend to be second generation businesses located in older
commercial building stock due to cheap rent.

III. Task Force Discussion
Lou Hexter and Jeff Liljegren facilitated a group discussion with the CDTF, surveying the group to
generate a vision for the kind of retail mix, and environment the task force might envision for Dublin
in the future. The discussion included identification of desired broad retail trends that are needed
in Dublin along with some discussion of site-specific aspirations regarding retail typologies.

In terms of desired retail for Dublin, task force members identified a need for more destinationbased food and entertainment venues such as restaurants and a theater, and more basic
services such as a pharmacy and grocery store. The CDTF expressed these retail services be
unique (i.e., specialty) and of high quality and value such as Berkeley Bowl in Berkeley, or the
farmers market in Walnut Creek. Both the Green at Park Place and the opportunity site owned by
the Dublin Land Company are already being considered for these types of uses.
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Walkability and broader connectivity within and between commercial sites were other desirable
characteristics mentioned. CDTF members expressed strong support for a pedestrian-friendly
“main street” environment. Some examples included Santana Row (San Jose), Bay Street
(Emeryville) and Belden Lane (San Francisco). Some members expressed that a Santana Row could
bring unwanted congestion and expressed that if such a center were to be explored, it should be
smaller in scale. Regional Road, located within Downtown Dublin was identified as a potential main
street location.
Some “out-of-the-box” thinking was generated regarding alternatives to typical anchor retail,
such as a casino. This raised the broader question of “what’s off the table for Dublin?”
Finally, it should be noted that the five Task Force members were absent for this discussion.
Comments collected during the meeting therefore did not include the entire task force team’s
input; however, the facilitation team announced that there would be follow-up discussions to
continue this conversation at the next meeting, in addition to “homework” that would be
transmitted to the members as a way of preparing for the June 5 session.

IV. Community Audience Feedback
All five of the CDTF meetings for this process are open to the public. Mr. Hexter, as facilitator, took
time toward the end of the meeting to address the community members present and to offer them
the opportunity to provide feedback. Five members of the community were in attendance. Wendi
Baker of Summerhill Homes addressed the Task Force regarding the Dublin Land Company
proposals discussed at the City Council meeting the previous night. Steve Lawton of Main Street
Property Services greeted the group to express his interest in the Task Force proceedings.

VII. Next Steps
Upcoming Meetings:





June 5 – Dublin City Hall, Regional Meeting Room, 6:00 – 8:00 pm
June 25 – Dublin City Hall, Regional Meeting Room, 6:00 – 8:00 pm
July 16 – Dublin City Hall, Regional Meeting Room, 6:00 – 8:00 pm

Commercial Development Task Force Meeting #2 Notes
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Task Force Meeting #3
Thursday, June 5, 2014 - 6:00 pm – 8:00 pm
Dublin City Hall – Regional Meeting Room

NOTES
IN ATTENDANCE:
Commercial Development Task Force:
Sulayman Bimar
Steve Lockhart
Prashant Ravani
Kerrie Chabot
Renata Flecchia Tyler
Melissa Sladden

Jim LeQuin
Bill Schaub
Janine Thalblum
Stephen Wright
Todd Padnos

Public:

City Staff and Consultants:

Marty Inderbitzen
Marshall Torre
Wendi Baker
Steve Lawton
David Clock

Chris Foss (City Manager)
Linda Smith (Assistant City Manager)
Luke Sims (Community Development Director)
Lori Taylor (Economic Development Director)
Jeff Baker (Assistant Community Development Director)
Lou Hexter (MIG)
Chris Beynon (MIG)
Jeff Liljegren (MIG)
Michael J. Berne (MJB)

The following is a meeting summary for the third meeting of a five meeting process regarding the
Commercial Development Task Force (CDTF) for the City of Dublin, California. Those in attendance for
the meeting included appointed members of the CDTF, representatives from City staff, MIG, Inc. and
MJB (consulting team) and members of the public. The meeting was facilitated by Lou Hexter of MIG
and a packet of supportive information relative to the third meetings purpose was provided for each
member of the CDTF to include in their task force binder. Each packet provided included a meeting
agenda, notes from the second meeting and a reduced copy of the graphic recording produced during
that meeting. All materials provided and presented for Task Force meetings are available on the City’s
website at http://www.ci.dublin.ca.us/index.aspx?NID=1498
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The following provides the key points addressed during each portion of the meeting as per the agenda:
I. Welcome/Introduction
Lou Hexter, the facilitator for the evening discussion, opened the meeting with a description of the
meeting purpose, followed by a brief overview of the evening’s agenda, and then a recap of highlights
from the second meeting on May 21st.
II. Brief Recap of Retail 101 Presentation – A Context for Exploring Dublin’s Commercial Future
Michael J. Berne, principal of MJB Consulting, provided a high level review of the presentation from the
last CDTF meeting, touching on key concepts of market viability and identifying potential retail
development formats as they pertain to the existing and future market in Dublin. A period for questions
and comments from the CDTF was provided to help resolve any confusion and to help bring all
members of the CDTF “up-to-speed” on these overarching retail concepts due to a low attendance of
CDTF members during the previous meeting.
Questions and comments generated include:
- What does the “trade area” mean? – It is the suggested catchment area that includes the potential
customer base for a particular retail business. Key point for this discussion suggests that the permitted
amount of retail square footage for the five opportunity sites would require 220,000 additional
residents to support that amount of retail.
- What about the walkability and other modes of travel in Downtown Dublin? – Regional Road and
Golden Gate Drive have potential for walkable environments. Golden Gate Drive in particular,
connects the West Dublin/Pleasanton BART Station across I-580 north to Downtown Dublin. San
Ramon Road to Safeway is also a complete bikeable/walkable connection.
- How do we address the future of retail in Dublin? – Ask yourself what are the drivers of the
development? What are the trends? Businesses are evolving in format to adjust to retail and real estate
markets (e.g., shrinking their building footprints; reusing existing commercial building stock such as
Sprout’s in an old circuit city building). Commercial environments are being tailored to create inviting
experiential environments for consumers and to trigger other human impulses.
- What about other uses other than retail (e.g., office and residential) for professional businesses? What
about Light Industrial? How do we bring Dublin to the next level? How can Dublin be an attractive
alternative to Silicon Valley cities such as Cupertino? Can Dublin have a tech/research park? Can we
set a new goal to grow our population and draw more people through a bigger business/office
presence? Dublin currently has 30 acres of available office sites and over 3 million square feet of
available office space. Much is owned by Oracle. Other locations such as Bishop’s Ranch in San Ramon
also offer other choices then Dublin. Recent trends suggest that demand for office space in office park
type settings is decreasing. More and more, businesses are looking to blur the lines of where people
work, play and live.
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III. Presentation and Interactive Survey: Design Principles to Enhance Economic and Community
Development
Chris Beynon, principal of MIG, and design expert, provided a presentation and interactive survey for
the CDTF discussing a broad set of design principles to consider for future commercial development in
Dublin. Chris touched on 9 different aspects of urban design that should be considered for each of the
opportunity sites including: range of uses; orientation (of development sites and buildings); massing,
scale and articulation (of buildings); materials, textures and character; amenities and activities;
landscaping; connectivity and access; and parking.
The market viability for particular typology of retail combined with variations on design principles can
create different results for the considered opportunity sites in Dublin. To get the CDTF to begin thinking
about design in the context of viable retail, Chris facilitated an interactive survey with the CDTF polling
them on a series of images of existing retail development that conveyed different ways in which the
most viable retail typology could look, feel and function. For each, four examples were shown. Each
CDTF member chose their favorite electronically. After the polling of each, Chris facilitated a discussion
with the group to highlight reasons why they chose, or did not choose, the images provided. Lou Hexter
provided graphic recording during this portion of the presentation to capture individual comments.
Questions and comments per typology include the following:
- Neighborhood Shopping Center – “D” was the preferred image because it was different from what is
currently in Dublin. It shows a mix of uses. It is pedestrian and bicycle friendly. It is family-oriented. It
shows solar power/green technology. Relative to the other options, it is important to provide
convenient parking; include a grocery tenant; and consider a format that caters to both pedestrians
and autos (parking in the back with store frontage on street). Village Parkway could lend itself to a
pedestrian-friendly, store front on street, parking in back format.
- Hybrid Power Neighborhood Center – None of the options were liked by the task force members. The
key issues with the examples shown: not sophisticated enough; architectural character was lacking;
don’t want plywood and stucco construction; not very pedestrian friendly; doesn’t diversify Dublin
enough from the competition.
- Hybrid Power Lifestyle Center – “A”,”B”, and “C” were liked for various reasons. Day and night activity
is good. Can we get another theater here? Typical theater metrics suggest that a single screen needs
at least 9,000 people. A 20 screen theater needs a population of 20K within a 3-5 mile catchment area.
Reacting to “B” and “C”: destinations that differentiate Dublin are needed. We need a place to go to.
What kind of destination could Dublin have? Not every site can be a main street. No one liked “D”. It
was too intense and busy.
- Faux “Main Street”- 55% of the CDTF members in attendance chose “D” (Bay Street) example. Mixeduse was desired and the example image appeared walkable and allowed for shopping from store to
store.
- Ethnic Specialty Center – CDTF members were mixed on the four choices. “B” and “D” were favored.
Of the 11 out of 12 members present for the survey, 3 liked none of the examples. Some thought some
examples were dumpy and lacked the quality desired in Dublin. Some members requested the task
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force consider these types of retail centers. They can thrive due to low-rent and tenant mix, and their
function as incubator space for startup, mom-and-pop type businesses are important.
Other questions
- Is there enough parking shown in these examples? It should be assumed that adequate parking and
access is always provided.

IV. Community Audience Feedback
All five of the CDTF meetings for this process are and will be public. Mr. Hexter, as facilitator, took
time towards the end of the meeting to address the community members present and to offer
them the opportunity to provide feedback. Five members of the community were in attendance.

VII. Next Steps
Upcoming Dates and Meetings:





June 18 – Due date for CDTF Homework Assignment
June 25 – Dublin City Hall, Regional Meeting Room, 6:00 – 8:00 pm
July 16 – Dublin City Hall, Regional Meeting Room, 6:00 – 8:00 pm
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Task Force Meeting #4
Thursday, June 25, 2014 - 6:00 pm – 8:30 pm
Dublin City Hall – Regional Meeting Room

NOTES
IN ATTENDANCE:
Commercial Development Task Force:
Sulayman Bimar
Steve Lockhart
Todd Padnos
Prashant Ravani

Melissa Sladden
Renata Flecchia Tyler
Stephen Wright
Bob Costa

Public:

City Staff and Consultants:

David Bowlby
Marty Inderbitzen
Steve Lawton
Marshall Torre

Chris Foss (City Manager)
Linda Smith (Assistant City Manager)
Luke Sims (Community Development Director)
Lori Taylor (Economic Development Director)
Hazel Wetherford (Senior Administrative Analyst)
Jeff Baker (Assistant Community Development Director)
Lou Hexter (MIG)
Jeff Liljegren (MIG)

ABSENT:
Commercial Development Task Force:
Kerrie Chabot
Jim LeQuin

Bill Schaub
Janine Thalblum

The following is a summary of the fourth meeting of the City of Dublin’s Commercial Development Task
Force (CDTF). Those in attendance (shown above) included appointed members of the CDTF,
representatives from City staff, MIG, Inc. (consultant team) and members of the public. The meeting was
facilitated by Lou Hexter of MIG and a packet of supportive information relating to this meeting was
distributed to each member. The packet included an agenda, notes and a photo reduction of the
graphic recording from the previous meeting, a summary of the homework assignment completed by
Task Force members, and a handout on the City’s economic incentive programs. All materials provided
and presented for Task Force meetings are available on the City’s website at
http://www.dublin.ca.gov/CDtaskforce
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The following provides the key points addressed during each portion of the meeting as per the agenda:
I. Welcome/Introduction
Lou Hexter, the facilitator for the Task Force process, opened the meeting with a description of the
purpose and agenda for the evening, followed by a recap of highlights from the third meeting on June
5th.
II. Discussion of Potential Economic Development Incentives
Lori Taylor, Economic Development Director for the City of Dublin, and Hazel Wetherford, Senior
Administrative Analyst, presented an overview of the City’s programs for stimulating economic
investment. These include direct incentives – such as sales tax reimbursement, traffic impact fee
deferral, commercial façade improvement and small business assistance grant programs – as well as
indirect economic incentives, such as communications and marketing of Dublin as business- and
consumer-friendly. Ms. Taylor indicated that Dublin has a very strong reputation among trade groups
and commercial brokers for its low business registration fee, clear zoning and permitting process,
educated workforce and available sites. It is extremely well-positioned geographically and
demographically for a range of commercial types, both in retail and office sectors. She also stated that
Dublin’s direct and indirect incentive programs are very broad and innovative, and serve both to attract
and to retain businesses here. Moreover, other municipalities look to this City for ideas on how to better
serve commercial development.
The CDTF was posed with the following questions (in italics) for discussion. Their responses have been
refined from the wallgraphic and are provided in bulleted form.
How would you encourage developers, property owners, restaurants, retailers, and institutional investors
to locate and invest in the City of Dublin?
- Expand the marketing and promotion of Dublin’s assets, such as a prime location, retail desirability,
an innovative incentives toolbox for economic development, an educated and talented workforce, a
high-achieving educational system, and an appealing residential real estate market.
- Attract tech-oriented businesses to locate in Dublin as an alternative to Silicon Valley and as a longterm investment strategy for job creation and growth.
- Encourage current property owners to invest in the upkeep and improvement of their properties to
help build a positive brand for the Dublin community.
- Support a broad mix of tenants in commercial development.
- Consider policy strategies that leverage the greatest potential for existing assets, such as the zoning
of property near transit, and adaptive reuse of older commercial property for non-traditional uses.
- Create programs such as a “ride-share” or shuttle service as an incentive to bring businesses and
new jobs to Dublin.
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How would you encourage shoppers, diners and visitors to choose Dublin over other areas in the
region?
- Create event programming to make Dublin a destination and to encourage prospective businesses
and entrepreneurs to open in Dublin. Some examples given were to leverage sponsorships by local
businesses to create on-going weekly and monthly events such as “free nights”, Movie Night, free
concerts in the park for 2-3 months in the summer, and shuttles from BART to the Farmer’s Market
and to shopping and restaurant locations.
- Create retail centers that provide a diversity of dining options.

III. Discussion of Homework Assignment Results
Next, Lou Hexter of MIG provided an overview of the aggregated results of the homework assignment,
which Task Force members had completed in the interval between the previous meeting and this one.
The assignment gauged members’ perspectives on the relative desirability of opportunity sites, the
types of retail and other uses most appropriate for the sites, and design principles to consider for future
commercial development. The Task Force had an opportunity to provide feedback on the results and
offer further commentary. These comments were recorded on the wallgraphic that has been provided
with this meeting summary.

IV. Open Discussion
The final portion of this agenda was an open discussion and review of each opportunity site and a
discussion among the Task Force members about the desirability, types of uses and design
elements envisioned for each. This portion of the meeting ran past 8:30 and three Task Force
members left the meeting during the discussion. The Task Force members that were present for
this portion of the meeting had a robust discussion and reached consensus on the following
preliminary recommendations for each of the opportunity sites.
Downtown Dublin
The Task Force acknowledged this area is large, complex and includes multiple parcels and
property owners.
 Retail commercial intensification is critical to the downtown and should be a key component
of revitalizing the area.
 Mixed use in the retail core of the Downtown should have a significant focus on the retail
experience rather than the residential experience.
 Additional residential units are supported so long as additional commercial development
occurs in the Downtown.
 Mixed use projects should include a large ground floor commercial component as opposed
to small retail allocation.
 Use additional residential development to leverage opportunities for commercial
development.
 Opportunity site for commercial intensification: Burlington Coat Factory parcel at northwest
corner of Dublin Boulevard and Golden Gate Drive.
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 Area south of Dublin Boulevard should include a mix of uses and not just residential.
Green at Park Place
 Ideal for retail commercial development with a residential component.
 Good access for Dublin residents, I-580 and BART.
 Leverage site location, visibility, and proximity to future Persimmon Place (i.e. Whole Foods
anchored center) shopping experience.
 Development should include outdoor gathering spaces and strong connection to
surrounding uses.
 Task Force vision is in line with the proposed project concept for walkable area with outdoor
dining and other lifestyle amenities.
Dublin Land Company
Parcel 1
 Support for existing land use of General Commercial which allows both office and retail
commercial.
 Strong support for office uses at this site.
 Office development should and would complement Dublin Corporate Center and Gateway
Medical to the west across Tassajara Road.
 Do not want an auto dealership at this location.
Parcel 2.
 Development should complement The Shops at Waterford located to the west across
Tassajara Road.
 This is a prime retail location because it is on the “going home” side of the street –
particularly at the corner of Tassajara Road and Dublin Boulevard.
 Provide opportunities for retail, restaurant and neighborhood serving uses.
 Uses should supplement those already located at The Shops at Waterford.
 Develop as neighborhood commercial/lifestyle oriented walkable shopping center that
creates a sense of place, walkable, with gathering areas.
 Want that “main street” experience.
 Parcel 2 could include medium density residential development as part of a strong
commercial development.
 A strong retail component should be a requirement of a mixed use project.
 The timing of residential construction on a portion of Parcel 2 should be tied to construction
of the retail component.
Parcels 3 and 4
 These two parcels are best suited for Medium Density Residential development.
 Residential consideration based on adjacent uses and proximity to Emerald Glen Park.
 The timing of residential construction should be contingent on construction of strong retail
component on Parcel 2.
The Promenade
 Supports a combination of commercial and residential development.
 There needs to be a strong commercial component.
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Commercial should be walkable with “main street” feel.
Grafton Street should extend through the site to the north and south.
Commercial component should front on Grafton Street.
Commercial development should relate to Grafton Station and Dublin Boulevard.
The timing of the residential construction should be tied to commercial construction.
Preference for horizontal mixed use but open to vertical mixed use.

Grafton Plaza
 Commercial development should generally mirror Grafton Station.
 Timing of residential construction should be tied to commercial development.
 Support for existing Mixed Use designation.
Chen Property
 Strong support for existing General Commercial land use.
 Good regional shopping location (i.e. proximity to I-580, Livermore Premium Outlets and
Fallon Gateway).
 Supports Hybrid Power Neighborhood Center or Hybrid Power Lifestyle Center.
 Support for flex-tech office space.

V. Community Audience Feedback
All five of the CDTF meetings for this process are open to the public. Mr. Hexter, as facilitator, took
time towards the end of the meeting to address the community members present and to offer
them the opportunity to provide feedback. Four members of the community were in attendance,
but there were no comments.

VII. Next Steps
Mr. Hexter thanked the group for the additional discussion time. He indicated that the next step
would be to create a draft report of the Task Force process with a set of preliminary
recommendations addressing each of the three City Council charges. Members will receive the
draft report in advance of the next meeting at which time the group will provide feedback on the
recommendations for input into the final report.
Upcoming Meeting:



July 16 – Dublin City Hall, Regional Meeting Room, 6:00 – 8:00 pm
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Task Force Meeting #5
Wednesday, July 16, 2014 - 6:00 pm – 8:00 pm
Dublin City Hall – Regional Meeting Room

NOTES
IN ATTENDANCE:
Commercial Development Task Force:
Sulayman Bimar
Steve Lockhart
Todd Padnos
Jim LeQuin
Janine Thalblum

Melissa Sladden
Renata Flecchia Tyler
Bill Schaub
Kerrie Chabot
Bob Costa

Public:

City Staff and Consultants:

David Clock
Marshall Torre
Wendi Baker

Chris Foss (City Manager)
Linda Smith (Assistant City Manager)
Luke Sims (Community Development Director)
Lori Taylor (Economic Development Director)
Jeff Baker (Assistant Community Development Director)
Hazel Wetherford, Senior Administrative Analyst
Lou Hexter (MIG)
Jeff Liljegren (MIG)

ABSENT:
Commercial Development Task Force:
Prashant Ravani
Stephen Wright

The following is a summary of the fifth meeting of the City of Dublin’s Commercial Development Task
Force (CDTF). Those in attendance (shown above) included appointed members of the CDTF,
representatives from City staff, MIG, Inc. (consultant team) and members of the public. The meeting was
facilitated by Lou Hexter of MIG and a packet of supportive information relating to this meeting was
distributed to each member. The packet included an agenda, notes and a photo reduction of the
graphic recording from the previous meeting. All materials provided and presented for Task Force
meetings are available on the City’s website at http://www.dublin.ca.gov/CDtaskforce.The following
provides the key points addressed during each portion of the meeting:
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I. Welcome/Introduction
The facilitator for the Task Force process, Lou Hexter of MIG, opened the meeting with a description of
the purpose and agenda for the evening, followed by a recap of highlights from the fourth meeting on
June 25th.
II. Review and Discussion of Draft Recommendations
The Summary and Key Recommendations Report will be the final deliverable for this planning process,
listing the key recommendations associated with the three charges established for the CDTF. These
charges include the assessment of site desirability of five identified commercial sites within the city; the
clarification of preferred design principles to be incorporated with the design of future commercial
development; and the identification of additional economic development incentives to be considered
for future commercial development that may occur in Dublin.
A draft of the Report was distributed to Task Force members in advance of the meeting to allow them a
chance to review the recommendations and prepare feedback for discussion. Members of the Task
Force were asked to provide comments for those draft recommendations with which they did not agree.
Task Force member Stephen Wright was unable to attend this meeting but submitted his comments for
consideration by the Task Force.
Lou Hexter as facilitator and Jeff Liljegren as graphic recorder guided the Task Force through a
facilitated discussion of the draft Report providing individual members the opportunity to ask questions
or offer amendments for consideration by the group. The Task Force then made a decision on each
point as a group.

III. Open Discussion
Time was provided at this meeting to allow an open discussion of topics of interest to the Task Force
members. The time allowed for this portion of the agenda was folded into Part II.
V. Community Audience Feedback
The CDTF meetings are open to the public. Mr. Hexter, as facilitator, took time towards the end of the
meeting to address the community members present and to offer them the opportunity to provide
feedback. Wendi Baker of SummerHill Homes, updated the Task Force on the status of their
development proposal for the Dublin Land Company (DLC) property and provided feedback as a
participating developer in the community. Ms. Baker informed the Task Force that SummerHill Homes is
no longer in contract on the DLC property and is not going to pursue development of the site as this
time.
VII. Summary and Next Steps
Mr. Hexter thanked the group for their time. He indicated that the next step would be to revise the
Summary and Key Recommendations Report to reflect the agreed upon changes provided by the Task
Force tonight. The Final Summary and Key Recommendations Report will be presented to City Council
on September 16.
Upcoming Meeting:
 September 16 – City Council Meeting, Dublin City Hall, 7:00 pm
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APPENDIX B. PowerPoint Presentations
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 Payment due just prior to occupancy rather than at
building permit

• Traffic Impact Fee Deferral Program

 City offering up to 50% of new sales tax revenue (over $10 million
for five years; over $50 million for 10 years)

 Offsetting physical improvement costs of project
with rebate of new sales tax revenue

• Sales Tax Reimbursement

Economic Incentive Program

City’s Actions to Stimulate
Economic Investment

Fee Financing through SCIP Program
Sewer Capacity Assistance Program
Small Business Assistance







City’s Actions to Stimulate
Economic Investment

Questions?

Dublin General Plan Land Use Map

Mike Berne
MJB Consulting

Presentation
May 21, 2014

Dublin, CA

Task Force Meeting #2

Retail 101

2

Growing market share of online channel
Decline of and consolidation within categories
New types of shopping centers
Desire for “Main Street” settings
Retail brands as self-identification
Food as a powerful anchor
Continued risk aversion

Retail 101 / Dublin
May 2014

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

 Recent industry trends

The Big Picture

Mike Berne
MJB Consulting

Retail 101 / Dublin
May 2014

• Commodity
• Specialty

– Comparison

• Non-commodity

3

– Products that are uniform and
interchangeable across retailers

• Commodity

– Convenience

 Types of goods and services

Terminology

Basic Concepts

Mike Berne
MJB Consulting

Retail 101 / Dublin
May 2014
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• Trade area defined by nearest competitors
Mike Berne
MJB Consulting

– Consumers will choose store solely on the basis of convenience
– Draws from the immediate neighborhood

• Price, style and quality roughly the same everywhere
• Examples: traditional supermarkets, drug stores, dry cleaners

– “Commodities”

 Convenience goods and services

Terminology

Basic Concepts

Retail 101 / Dublin
May 2014
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• Consumers will drive further for that selection
Mike Berne
MJB Consulting

– Examples: apparel, footwear, jewelry, furniture, sit-down dining
– Draws from a wider trade area

• Favors districts with a large selection of such stores

– Price, style and/or quality vary from one store to the next…
– … consumers will “comparison-shop” and choose store on the
basis of these factors

 Comparison goods

Terminology

Basic Concepts

Retail 101 / Dublin
May 2014
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Mike Berne
MJB Consulting

• One location within the chain is no different from another…
• … so consumer will typically shop the location that is most
convenient to them
• Trade area = defined as that area within which the subject site
would be the most convenient option

– “Commodity”: brands that can be found in virtually every retail
sub-market of a particular metropolitan area

 Comparison goods

Terminology

Basic Concepts

Retail 101 / Dublin
May 2014
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– Can be defined culturally or psycho-graphically

• … are therefore able to draw from beyond the
competing commodity-filled shopping centers

– “Specialty”: concepts (or a concentration of such)
that cannot be found elsewhere in a particular
metropolitan area

 Comparison goods

Terminology

Basic Concepts

Mike Berne
MJB Consulting

Retail 101 / Dublin
May 2014
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– Grocery store as destination
– Emergence of “niche” markets

 Convenience as a non-commodity

Terminology

Basic Concepts

Mike Berne
MJB Consulting

Retail 101 / Dublin
May 2014
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Mike Berne
MJB Consulting

– Consumers demanding goods and services (from retailers)
– Tenants seeking retail space (from property owners)

 Two markets to consider…

Market Analysis

Basic Concepts

Retail 101 / Dublin
May 2014
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– In order to “comparison-shop”
– For convenience of one-stop shopping

 Convenience/comparison/specialty
 The lure of existing clusters

Consumer Demand

Basic Concepts

Mike Berne
MJB Consulting

Retail 101 / Dublin
May 2014
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– Larger shopping destination enjoys
correspondingly more “gravitational pull”

 Reilly’s Law of Retail Gravitation

Consumer Demand

Basic Concepts

Mike Berne
MJB Consulting

Retail 101 / Dublin
May 2014

 The power of density

Consumer Demand

Basic Concepts

12

Mike Berne
MJB Consulting

Retail 101 / Dublin
May 2014
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 Lifestyles, sensibilities and aspirations

 Ethnic / cultural
 Psychographic

 The importance of “niche” markets

Consumer Demand

Basic Concepts

Mike Berne
MJB Consulting

Retail 101 / Dublin
May 2014
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 Self- and community-branding

 Urbanization of suburbia

 Preferred formats

 Retail as reflecting tastes and aspirations

Consumer Demand

Basic Concepts

Mike Berne
MJB Consulting

Retail 101 / Dublin
May 2014
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• Comparing to possible alternatives

– Tenants seeking retail space from
property owners

 Two markets to consider…

Market Analysis

Basic Concepts

Mike Berne
MJB Consulting

Retail 101 / Dublin
May 2014
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• Providing visible off-street parking
• Near desired co-tenants and anchors

– Notion of the “100% corner

• On the corner / “end-cap”

– “Drive-home” side

• On the “right” side of the road

– Average Daily Traffic (ADT) counts

• Within the traffic flow

– Both “front-of-mind” and easy to reach

 Visibility and access

Retailer Perspective

Basic Concepts

Mike Berne
MJB Consulting

Retail 101 / Dublin
May 2014
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• Not just one store, but as a destination
• Where one “goes for X, Y or Z”

– Point at which a given market undergoes
a fundamental change with regard to its
scale and potential

 Concept of “critical mass”

Retailer Perspective

Basic Concepts

Mike Berne
MJB Consulting

Retail 101 / Dublin
May 2014
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• “Safety in numbers” strategy
• “Retailers are like lemmings…”

– Creates critical mass that draws the consumer
– Generates visibility and cross-traffic

 Lure of co-tenancy

Retailer Perspective

Basic Concepts

Mike Berne
MJB Consulting

Retail 101 / Dublin
May 2014
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• … on which other businesses can rely

– Dictate the overall draw and “trade area”

• … who pay higher rents to be near them

– Spend on advertising (visibility)
– Drive traffic to smaller “in-line” stores

 The importance of anchors

Retailer Perspective

Basic Concepts

Mike Berne
MJB Consulting

Retail 101 / Dublin
May 2014

 Existing network of stores
 Radius restrictions
 Branding considerations

20

 Specific to chain (commodity)

Retailer Perspective

Basic Concepts

Mike Berne
MJB Consulting

Retail 101 / Dublin
May 2014
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 Change perceptions of a given market
 Establish legitimacy as a place to invest

 Co-tenancies and anchors
 Sales-per-square-foot figures
 “Bell-weather” brands

 (Most) chains as risk-averse bureaucracies

Retailer Perspective

Basic Concepts

Mike Berne
MJB Consulting

Retail 101 / Dublin
May 2014
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• Risk of zero-setback development

– Walk-in density negligible (suburb)

• Rule-of-thumb: one acre per 10,000 square feet
• Workable configuration, sufficient depth

Mike Berne
MJB Consulting

– Parcel capable of accommodating store and parking (suburb)

 Suitable spaces and sites

Retailer Perspective

Basic Concepts

Retail 101 / Dublin
May 2014
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– Existing supply-demand dynamics
– Alignment with consumer expectations
Mike Berne
MJB Consulting

 Willingness to deviate (and absorb added costs)

– Allow for economies-of-scale in design and development

 Store prototypes (chains)

Retailer Perspective

Basic Concepts

Unanchored
Neighborhood
Community
Regional
Super-regional
Outlet
Power
Lifestyle

Retail 101 / Dublin
May 2014

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
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 Traditional (‘50’s through ‘00’s)

Shopping Center Typology

Basic Concepts

Mike Berne
MJB Consulting
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Neighborhood shopping center
Hybrid power / neighborhood center
Hybrid power / lifestyle center (“power town”)
Outlet mall
Redeveloped super-regional mall
Faux “Main Street”
“Neo-loft” district
Ethnic specialty

Retail 101 / Dublin
May 2014

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

 Today

Shopping Center Typology

Basic Concepts

Mike Berne
MJB Consulting

Retail 101 / Dublin
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 Focus on convenience goods and services
 Draws local residents (i.e. within 3 miles)
 30K to 125K square feet (3 to 12 acres)

 In-front parking field

 Supermarket-anchored strip mall

 Neighborhood shopping center

Shopping Center Typology

Basic Concepts

Mike Berne
MJB Consulting

Retail 101 / Dublin
May 2014
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 Represents a hedge against online channel

 Also include neighborhood draws (e.g. grocer)

 In-front parking field

 Strip of big and medium-box stores (power center)

 Hybrid power / neighborhood center

Shopping Center Typology

Basic Concepts

Mike Berne
MJB Consulting

Retail 101 / Dublin
May 2014
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 500K square feet and up (50 acres)

Mike Berne
MJB Consulting

 Most often centered on a multiplex, with in-line space filled by
food / drink and teen retailers
 Sometimes anchored by a department store

 “Main Street” or central plaza

 Surface parking between the two

 “Main Street” core surrounded by power center

 Hybrid power / lifestyle center (aka “power
town”)

Shopping Center Typology

Basic Concepts

Retail 101 / Dublin
May 2014
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 Growing larger, averaging 400K square feet (40 acres)
 Limited food-service component

 Retailers not as concerned about diluting brand,
alienating department stores

 Locating closer to city centers, malls and each other

 Primary growth vehicles for apparel retailers today, even
for upscale department stores

 In growth mode since Great Recession

 “Made-for-outlet” goods represent 80% of merchandise

 Manufacturer, designer and retail outlets

 Surrounded by surface parking

 Faux-village layout

 Outlet mall

Shopping Center Typology

Basic Concepts

Mike Berne
MJB Consulting

Retail 101 / Dublin
May 2014
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 Have been adding walk-able, open-air “lifestyle” wings

 “Fortress malls” versus smaller B and C centers
 Less vulnerable to struggles of Sears and J.C. Penney

 At least 1M square feet (100 acres), with 3+ anchors

 4.8% national vacancy rate, 2% in Class A centers

 Far from dead – do not believe the hype

 Very little new construction in last decade

 Renovations to and expansions of existing centers

 Redeveloped super-regional mall

Shopping Center Typology

Basic Concepts

Mike Berne
MJB Consulting

Retail 101 / Dublin
May 2014
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 “Captive” density (urban)
 Can include commodity brands
 San Francisco not comparable
 Destination (suburban)
 Dining/entertainment and specialty
 Needs critical mass to drive foot traffic
 Parking just within walking distance
 Convenience (suburban)
 Walk-in population insufficient
 Needs clearly visible parking
 Zero-setback access not advised

 Requires either…

 Faux “Main Street” (project)

Shopping Center Typology

Basic Concepts

Mike Berne
MJB Consulting

Retail 101 / Dublin
May 2014
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 Located in historic (non-retail) buildings or
referencing historical forms
 Can disobey traditional site-location principles
 Requires corresponding psycho-graphic

 Craft food and drink, artisan shops, etc.
 Hip, creative vibe… but “sanitized” grit

 “Neo-loft” district

Shopping Center Typology

Basic Concepts

Mike Berne
MJB Consulting

Retail 101 / Dublin
May 2014

 Not driven by prototype
33

Mike Berne
MJB Consulting

 Allows for adaptive reuse of older Class B/C strips, vacant boxes

 Can pull from a distance

 Anchored by grocer, cinema, restaurant cluster, cultural center
 Draws on formats and customs of home country
 Requires corresponding ethnicity

 Ethnic specialty

Shopping Center Typology

Basic Concepts

Retail 101 / Dublin
May 2014

 Personality
 Sensibility
 Track record

 Intangibles

34

 T.I. allowances (versus lease term)
 Free rent for __ months
 Percentage-rent deal

 Incentives and concessions

 As a percentage of projected sales

 Occupancy costs

 Deal-making with the property owner

Retailer Perspective

Basic Concepts

Mike Berne
MJB Consulting

Retail 101 / Dublin
May 2014

– “Patient” capital
– Larger centers
– Mixed-use projects
35

• More likely to be responsive…

Mike Berne
MJB Consulting

– Does not necessarily care about social and community aims

• Requirements of lenders (and shareholders, if applicable)
• Prospects for “spec” development

– Must align occupancy costs with projected sales
– Needs to amortize up-front costs, earn a profit
– Influenced by sources of funding

 Property owner / developer

Primary Actors

Basic Concepts

– Different types of shopping centers

Visibility and access
Critical mass
Co-tenancy and anchors
Chain-specific factors
“Bell-weathers” and sales levels
Suitable spaces and sites

Retail 101 / Dublin
May 2014
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 Possible deals (property owner)








Retailer Perspective

Basic Concepts

Mike Berne
MJB Consulting
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Stoneridge Mall / Pleasanton
Broadway Plaza / Downtown Walnut Creek
Livermore Premium Outlets
Future competitors

Retail 101 / Dublin
May 2014

–
–
–
–

 Vis-à-vis possible alternatives…

Competitive Context

Mike Berne
MJB Consulting

900,000 square feet
230,000 square feet
36,000 square feet
786,000 square feet
5,257,000 square feet

Dublin Land Company

The Promenade

Grafton Plaza

Chen Property

TOTAL
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305,000 square feet

The Green at Park Place

Retail 101 / Dublin
May 2014

3,000,000 square feet

Downtown Dublin

Permitted

• Permitted square footage requires
221,000 more people in the trade area

– Potential for cannibalization

 Delivery of new inventory in Dublin

Competitive Context

Mike Berne
MJB Consulting

2,728,000 square feet

TBD

N/A

TBD

388,000 square feet

40,000 square feet

2,300,000 square feet

Proposed

Retail 101 / Dublin
May 2014
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 Additional Economic Development Incentives

 Design Principles

1. Market realities (site-specific)
2. Broader objectives (community goals)
3. Resulting “gap” between the two
4. Additional incentives needed (later)

 How do they relate to each other?

 Evaluation of opportunity sites

Your Charge

Mike Berne
MJB Consulting

Square footage
Design orientation
Core customer
Merchandise mix
Price point
Size of tenant
Type of operator
Brand and narrative

Retail 101 / Dublin
May 2014

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
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 How a project can “fit” within the
broader retail ecology

Positioning

Mike Berne
MJB Consulting

President, MJB Consulting
2730 Forest Avenue / Suite W / Berkeley, CA 94705
85 Fourth Avenue / Suite 6A / New York, NY 10003
Phone | 510 356 4956 or 917 816 8367
E-Mail | mikeberne@consultmjb.com

Michael J. Berne

With any comments or questions…

Contact Info

 2014 MJB Consulting

Market Viability and Design Principles
Meeting #3 – June 5, 2014

•
•
•
•
•
•

CDTF Process and Recap of Meeting #2
Retail 101 Recap
Design Principles and Interactive Survey
Community Audience Feedback
Summary and Next Steps
Meeting Close

Tonight’s Agenda

CDTF Process – Meeting #2
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Market Viability:
Retail 101 Recap

305,000 square feet
900,000 square feet
230,000 square feet
500,000 square feet*
786,000 square feet
5,721,000 square feet

The Green at Park Place

Dublin Land Company

The Promenade

Grafton Plaza

Chen Property

TOTAL

* up to 50% residential, ** includes 122 residential units

3,000,000 square feet

Downtown Dublin

Permitted

• Permitted square footage requires
221,000 more people in the trade area

– Potential for cannibalization

 Delivery of new inventory in Dublin

Competitive Context

2,728,000 square feet

TBD

36,000 square feet**

TBD

388,000 square feet

40,000 square feet

2,300,000 square feet

Proposed

• Comparing to possible alternatives

– Tenants seeking retail space from
property owners

 Two markets to consider…

Market Analysis

Basic Concepts

– Different types of shopping centers

Visibility and access
Critical mass
Co-tenancy and anchors
Chain-specific factors
“Bell-weathers” and sales levels
Suitable spaces and sites

 Possible deals (property owner)








Retailer Perspective

Basic Concepts

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Neighborhood shopping center
Hybrid power / neighborhood center
Hybrid power / lifestyle center (“power town”)
Outlet mall
Redeveloped super-regional mall
Faux “Main Street”
“Neo-loft” district
Ethnic specialty center

Shopping Center Typology

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Neighborhood shopping center
Hybrid power / neighborhood center
Hybrid power / lifestyle center (“power town”)
Outlet mall
Redeveloped super-regional mall
Faux “Main Street”
“Neo-loft” district
Ethnic specialty center

Shopping Center Typology

Opportunity Sites

• Walking to/from BART and
where?

– Inferior freeway visibility and
access
– Automobile-dominated space

• Hybrid power / neighborhood
center (today)

– Critical mass and co-tenancy

 Downtown Dublin

Opportunity Sites

– Freeway visibility and access
– Proximity to Hacienda Crossing, Persimmon Place
– Multiple day-parts

 The Green at Park Place

Opportunity Sites

–
–
–
–

Freeway visibility and access
Multiple day-parts
Grocers as existing anchors
Potential for critical mass

 Dublin Land Company

Opportunity Sites

– Inferior freeway access
– Hidden from N-S arterials
– Grafton Station history

 The Promenade
and Grafton Plaza

Opportunity Sites

– Surroundings far from full
build-out

• Outflanked by parcels closer
to outlet mall

– Freeway visibility and access
– Proximity to Livermore
Premium Outlets, Fallon
Crossing

 Chen Property

Opportunity Sites

Design Principles

Range of Uses

Range of Uses

Range of Uses

Range of Uses

Orientation

Definitions

Building Form and Character -

Massing and Scale

32

Definitions

Building Form and Character -

Articulation

33

Materials, Textures and Character

Materials, Textures and Character

Amenities and Activities

Amenities and Activities

Landscaping

Landscaping

Connectivity and Access

Connectivity and Access

Parking
Parking

Community Design Survey

- Neighborhood shopping center
- Hybrid power / neighborhood center
- Hybrid power / lifestyle center (“power town”)
- Faux “Main Street”
- Ethnic specialty center

• Test potential commercial typologies
and configurations for Dublin
• Review examples of:

Purpose

•
•
•
•
•

Images will represent a range of possibilities
Do you like the idea shown for Dublin?
There are no right or wrong answers!
You will have a short time to review each image
Go with your “gut reaction!”

Process

Let’s try it . . .

9%

0%

36%

27%

27%

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Giants
A’s
Both
Neither
Don’t know . . . I’m not into football!

Do you like the Giants or the A’s?

0%

100%

1. Yes
2. No

Do you live in Dublin?

20%

70%

10%

1. Yes
2. No
3. Part-time (telecommute)

Do you work in Dublin?

Ready . . .
Set . . .
Go!

• Focus on convenience goods and services
• Draws local residents (i.e. within 3 miles)
• 30K to 125K square feet (3 to 12 acres)

- In-front parking field

• Supermarket-anchored strip mall

Neighborhood shopping center

Neighborhood shopping center

Neighborhood shopping center

Neighborhood shopping center

Neighborhood shopping center

Which neighborhood shopping center configuration do you prefer?

73%

0%

18%

9%

1.
2.
3.
4.

A
B
C
D

Which neighborhood shopping center configuration do you prefer?

• Also include neighborhood draws (e.g.
grocer, pharmacy)
• Represents a hedge against online retail

- In-front parking field

• Strip of big and medium-box stores

Hybrid power / neighborhood center
(power center)

Hybrid power / neighborhood center

Hybrid power / neighborhood center

Hybrid power / neighborhood center

Hybrid power / neighborhood center

Which hybrid power / neighborhood center configuration do you prefer?

33%

33%

22%

11%

1.
2.
3.
4.

A
B
C
D

Which hybrid power / neighborhood center configuration do you prefer?

• 500K square feet and up (50 acres)

- Surface parking between the two power centers

• Main street “core” surrounded by power center

- Most often centered on a multiplex, with
in-line space filled by food / drink and
teen retailers
- Sometimes includes department store anchors

• Central plaza

Hybrid power / lifestyle center (power town)

Hybrid power / lifestyle center

Hybrid power / lifestyle center

Hybrid power / lifestyle center

Hybrid power / lifestyle center

Which hybrid power / lifestyle center configuration do you prefer?

0%

36%

27%

36%

1.
2.
3.
4.

A
B
C
D

Which hybrid power / lifestyle center configuration do you prefer?

- Dining/entertainment and specialty shops
- Mix of tenants create critical mass to drive foot traffic
- Visible Parking within walking distance
- Walk-in population insufficient
- Zero-setback access not advised

• Suburban areas offer “destination/convenience”

- Can include commodity brands
- San Francisco is not a comparable

• Urban areas possess “captive density”

Faux “Main Street”

Faux “Main Street”

Faux “Main Street”

Faux “Main Street”

Faux “Main Street”

Which Faux “Main Street” concept do you prefer?

55%

9%

9%

27%

1.
2.
3.
4.

A
B
C
D

Which Faux “Main Street” concept do you prefer?

- Not driven by prototype

• Allows for adaptive reuse of older Class B/C
strips, vacant boxes

- Can pull from a distance

• Anchored by grocer, cinema, restaurant cluster,
cultural center
• Draws upon ethnic formats and customs
• Requires corresponding ethnicity

Ethnic specialty center

Ethnic specialty center

Ethnic specialty center

Ethnic specialty center

Ethnic specialty center

Which ethnic specialty center format do you prefer?

44%

0%

56%

0%

1.
2.
3.
4.

A
B
C
D

Which ethnic specialty center format do you prefer?

Meeting #4
June 25, 2014

•
•
•
•
•
•

CDTF Process and Recap of Meeting #3
Economic Incentives Recap and Discussion
Homework Assignment Recap
Open Discussion
Community Audience Feedback
Summary and Next Steps

Tonight’s Agenda





Commercial Façade Improvement Grant
Program

 Payment due just prior to occupancy rather than at
building permit

Traffic Impact Fee Deferral Program

• City offering up to 50% of new sales tax revenue (over $10
million for five years; over $50 million for 10 years)

 Offsetting physical improvement costs of project with
rebate of new sales tax revenue

Direct Economic Incentives
 Sales Tax Reimbursement Program

City’s Actions to Stimulate
Economic Investment







Industrial Development Bonds

Small Business Assistance Program –
Grants

Sewer Capacity Assistance Program

Direct Economic Incentives
Fee Financing through SCIP Program

City’s Actions to Stimulate
Economic Investment

Site

assistance

Selection

Permitting

 Targeted Workshops (such as “Access to
Capital” to link business owners with resources)
 SCORE / SBDC resources

Indirect Economic Incentives
Small Business Assistance Program – Small
Business Support

City’s Actions to Stimulate
Economic Investment

• International Council for Shopping Centers (ICSC)
• Broker Roundtable events
• Trade & Industry publications (San Francisco Business Times)

marketing for business attraction

Very low business taxes—only $50 for business registration
Strong market/superb location
Available sites
Educated Workforce
Clear zoning and permitting process

•Targeted

•
•
•
•
•

Indirect Economic Incentives
•Promote Dublin’s key strengths including:

City’s Actions to Stimulate
Economic Investment

 Visit Tri-Valley
 “Discover Dublin” Shop Local Holiday Campaign
 Livermore Valley Winegrowers Association

Indirect Economic Incentives
Targeted marketing for shopper & visitor
attraction

City’s Actions to Stimulate
Economic Investment

How would you encourage
developers, property owners,
restaurants and shops to locate
and invest in Dublin?

How would you encourage
shoppers, diners and visitors to
choose Dublin?

Homework Assignment Results

Clearly, not all of the opportunity sites included in this study are equally
capable of becoming viable commercially given the market factors and
various site location constraints. At this point in the Task Force process,
we would like each of you to take some time to consider the “desirability”
of each of the five opportunity sites and to prioritize them in the order in
which you believe they are most suitable for commercial development.

We have learned that for Dublin to support the amount of future retail
development currently entitled within the city limits, an additional
population of 220,000 would be required within the trade area. Moreover,
this assumes that no other new retail development would occur
elsewhere to compete for that demand. Freeway access and visibility,
automobile circulation and parking, pedestrian/transit/bicycle friendliness
are also key factors for commercial development.

Question 1. Site Desirability

City of Dublin Opportunity Sites

Please list the remaining sites in order of preference in terms of desirability.
Please describe what influenced your selections.

In your opinion, what is the most “desirable” site for commercial development
in Dublin? Why?

Site Desirability

✔
✔✔✔✔

✔✔✔✔
✔✔

✔✔✔

✔✔

✔✔

•
•
•
•

✔✔

✔

✔

✔✔

Access to the freeway
Visibility
Located between western and eastern parts of the City
Close to Emerald Glen Park

✔

✔

4

✔✔✔✔✔
✔✔✔✔
✔✔

3

✔✔✔

✔✔✔

2

✔✔

✔✔

1*

Dublin Land Company

Downtown
Dublin
The Green at Park
Place
Dublin Land
Company
The Promenade /
Grafton Plaza
Chen
Property

Site Desirability
5

• Close to large shopping areas
• Needed to serve east part of Dublin

Chen Property

• Medium-density housing nearby
• Proximity to Livermore outlets
• Nearby Target is a draw

The Promenade/Grafton Plaza

• Connectivity from BART
• Access and visibility
• Opportunity for pedestrian-friendly design

The Green at Park Place

• Opportunity to be a “town center”
• Potential for walkability

Downtown Dublin

Site Desirability

On the following pages are some local Bay Area examples of the retail
typology we have been discussing. With each example, we have
included some supportive facts such as tenant mix, square footage and
site acreage for you to consider in comparing these examples to the five
opportunity sites in Dublin. (The tenants included in these examples are
for comparison purposes only).

Some commercial development types are more appropriate for the
Dublin market than others – neighborhood shopping center; hybrid
power/neighborhood center; hybrid power lifestyle center; Faux “Main
Street” ; ethnic specialty center. Other types, or formats, are less likely to
be pursued here.

Question 2. Commercial/Retail Typology

Chen Property

Grafton Plaza

The Promenade/

Dublin Land Co.

Parcel 4

Dublin Land Co.

Parcel 3

Dublin Land Co.

Parcel 2

Dublin Land Co.

Parcel 1

Dublin Land Co.

Place

The Green at Park

✔✔✔

✔

✔✔

✔

✔✔✔

Nbhd. Ctr.

Hybrid Power

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔✔✔✔

Street

“Faux” Main

TYPOLOGY

✔

✔

✔✔✔

✔

✔✔

Shopping Ctr.

Site

Downtown Dublin

Neighborhood

Opportunity

Commercial/Retail Typology

✔✔✔

✔✔

✔

✔

Lifestyle Ctr.

Hybrid Power

✔

✔✔

✔✔

✔✔

Ctr.

Ethnic Specialty

To clarify, retail uses involve the sale of finished goods (e.g., clothing,
consumer products, groceries, and prepared food). Commercial uses
involve the sale of goods and services (in addition to retail, this can
include restaurants, barber shops, dry cleaning, etc). Office uses are
intended for professional, administrative, or business related services.

When we talk about “commercial development” we include not only retail,
but office space as well.

Question 3. Range of Uses

Range of Uses

Commercial

Office

Retail

Residential (Mixed-use)

Chen Property

Plaza

The Promenade/ Grafton

Dublin Land Co.

Dublin Land Co. Parcel 4

Dublin Land Co. Parcel 3

Dublin Land Co. Parcel 2

Dublin Land Co. Parcel 1

The Green at Park Place

Downtown Dublin

Opportunity Site

✔✔✔

✔✔✔✔
✔✔✔✔
✔
✔✔
✔
✔
✔✔✔✔
✔✔✔

Retail

✔✔✔✔✔

✔✔
✔✔

✔
✔✔✔
✔

Office

✔✔

✔✔
✔✔
✔✔✔
✔✔✔

✔✔
✔

Residential

TYPE OF USE

✔✔✔

✔✔✔
✔✔✔
✔✔
✔✔✔✔
✔✔✔
✔✔
✔
✔✔✔

Mixed-Use

What land uses do you think make the most sense for each of the five
development sites? Why?

Range of Uses

There are however, other design principles important to all forms of
development that are necessary in creating a sense of place and
providing experiential qualities that draw people to a destination and
entice them to stay. These include character-defining materials,
amenities and landscaping, connectivity and access (e.g., physically and
digitally).

Design elements are important, both to developers and consumers, and
help to define and distinguish one commercial market from another. For
retail-oriented typology, freeway access and visibility, automobile
circulation and parking are very key design elements.

Question 4. Design Principle Elements

Materials, Textures and Character

•
•
•

•

Elements that create a sense of place
Contemporary design
Good lighting
Good signage

What character-defining elements of texture and materials
would you like to see with future commercial development
in Dublin?

Materials, Textures and Character

Event Space

Landscaping Features

Play Elements

Open/Green Space / Seating
Water Features

Outdoor Café Seating / Lighting

Amenities

Landscaping Features

Play Elements

Gathering places
Play areas
Event spaces
Open/Green Space / Seating
Water features
such
as fountains
Water
Features

Event Space

•
•
•
•

What kinds of amenities would you like to see with future
commercial development in Dublin?

Outdoor Café Seating / Lighting

Amenities

Bike

Solar Panels

Pathways and Parking Lot Landscaping

Connectivity, Access and Sustainability

Stormwater Planters

Solar Panels

Stormwater Planters

Pedestrian-friendly features – safe pathways with
Pathways
and Parking
Lot Landscaping
landscaped
borders
Bicycle-friendly features – bike lanes, bike racks
and storage
Sustainable landscaping
Solar panels
Replace “seas of asphalt” with low-profile parking garages

Bike

•
•
•

•

•

What aspects of connectivity, access and sustainability
would you like to see with future commercial development
in Dublin?

Connectivity, Access and Sustainability

• We need a mix of residential and commercial/retail on
these sites
• We need a greater variety of restaurants to attract
residents and visitors
• Improve traffic flow patterns within and around any
future developments
• More parking and less building density at each site.

Other comments

Open
Discussion

Meeting #4
June 25, 2014
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Development Assumptions
Exisng
District
Retail
TransitOriented
Village
Parkway

Diﬀerence

NonResidenal
(SF)

Residenal
(Units)

NonResidenal
(SF)

Residenal
(Units)

NonResidenal
(SF)

Residenal
(Units)

737,100

100

543,850

400

(193,250)

+300

1,900

(579,750)

+800

200

--

+100

2,500

(773,000)

+1,200

2,202,710
(+150 hotel
rooms)

20,730
3,035,540

Total

Proposed

(includes150
hotel rooms)

1,622,960
1,100

100

(+150 hotel
rooms)

20,730
2,262,540

1,300

(includes150
hotel rooms)

Commercial Development Task Force

Max
FAR
0.6
1.2
0.35

The Green at Park Place
Existing Entitlements
General Plan Land Use Designation:
General Commercial
Zoning: PD - Commercial
Land Area: 27.5 acres
Floor Area Ratio (FAR): 0.20-0.60
(239,581 sf – 718,740 sf)

Proposed Entitlements
General Plan Land Use Designation:
Mixed Use
Zoning: Mixed Use
Land Area: 27.5 acres

Development Assumptions
Exisng

Proposed

Square feet/
units

Square feet/
units

Retail

270,000 sf

5,000 sf

Restaurant

35,000 sf

35,000 sf

Total

305,000 sf

40,000 sf

—

400 units

Use

Residential

Commercial Development Task Force

Dublin Land Company

Existing Entitlements
General Plan Land
Use Designation

Acres

FAR
0.20 - 0.60

Density

Development
Assumptions

—

846,153 sf

—

56,410 sf

General Commercial

60.3

Neighborhood
Commercial

3.7

High Density
Residential

3.2

—

25.1+ units/acre
(80+units)

112 units

Medium High
Density Residential

5.3

—

14.1 - 25 units/acre
(75 - 133 units)

106 units

Medium Density
Residential

4.3

—

6.1 - 14 units/acre
(26 - 60 units)

43 units

Public / Semi-Public

3.3

—

—

Total

80.1

(525,223 - 1,576,001 sf)
0.25 - 0.60
40,293 - 96,703 sf)

0.60 Max
(Up to 86,249 sf)

Comm: 902,563 sf
Res: 261 units

Continued on Page 2...
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Dublin Land Company: Parcels 3 & 4
(SummerHill Homes Proposal)
Existing Entitlements
General Plan Land Use Designations:
General Commercial
High Density Residential
Medium-High Density Residential
Medium Density Residential
Public / Semi-Public
Zoning: PD
Land Area: 23.77 acres

Proposed Entitlements
General Plan Land Use Designation:
Medium Density Residential
Zoning: PD
Land Area: 23.77 acres

Development Assumptions
Exisng

Development

Proposed

Commercial
(SF)

Residenal
(Units)

Commercial
(SF)

Residenal
(Units)

170,000

158
single family &
multi-family

—

161
single family

Commercial Development Task Force

The Promenade & Grafton Plaza
The Promenade
Existing Entitlements
General Plan Land Use Designation:
Neighborhood Commercial &
Public/Semi-Public
Zoning: PD
Land Area: 23
2 acres (NC 20 acres &
P/SP 3 acres)

Proposed Entitlements
General Plan Land Use Designation:
Residential and/or Mixed Use
Zoning: PD
Land Area: 23 acres

Grafton Plaza
Existing Entitlements
General Plan Land Use Designations: Mixed Use 2/Campus Office
Zoning: PD - Mixed Use
Land Area: 25.3 acres
Floor Area Ratio: 0.45 FAR (496,519 sf) - 50% Commercial,
50% Residential

Development Assumptions
Exisng

Project

Commercial
(SF)

Residenal
(Units)

Proposed
Public /
Semi-Public
(SF)

Commercial
(SF)

Residenal
(Units)

Public /
Semi-Public
(SF)

TBD: Aached
and Detached

0

N/A

N/A

Promenade

230,000

Up to 80

25,000

TBD: Possibility of
commercial / mixed
use along Dublin Blvd

Grafton
Plaza

35,510

122

N/A

N/A

Commercial Development Task Force

Chen Property

Existing Entitlements
General Plan Land Use Designation:
General Commercial
Zoning: PD - General Commercial
Land Area: 72.1 acres
Floor Area Ratio (FAR): 0.20-0.60
(628,135 sf – 1,884,405 sf)

Development Assumptions
Exisng
Use

Square Feet

Commercial

Commercial Development Task Force

785,169

2014
Retail Forecast
CASSIDY TURLEY

Shopping Center Outlook 2014
National Overview
As of the close of Q3 2013, shopping center vacancy across the 60
major markets that we track in the United States stood at 8.7%. This
compares to a vacancy rate of 8.8% at the midyear point of 2013 and
a vacancy rate of 9.6% one year ago. This is the lowest level of vacancy
that the market has recorded since the Great Recession—retail
shopping center vacancy in the United States peaked at 10.8% in Q2
2009. But while we are entering into the fourth year of consecutive
occupancy gains, recovery in the overall retail sector has lagged
behind that of most other commercial real estate property types.

missing in action during the recession and who are only now slowly
starting to drive modest levels of demand in the nation’s strongest
trade areas. Yet, the community/neighborhood/strip sector has seen
occupancy levels increase by over 27.8 million square feet in the past
year. Deliveries accounted for nearly 10.4 million square feet of new
product over the last twelve months and about 8.8 million square
feet of this space was occupied upon delivery. Meanwhile, secondgeneration space accounted for the remaining 19 million square feet
of occupancy gains that we tracked over the past four quarters.

Community / Neighborhood / Strip Center Statistics
The centers that we track accounted for over 42.2 million square feet
of occupancy growth over the past twelve months. Deliveries are also at
their highest level since the Great Recession. We have tracked nearly
18 million square feet of new shopping center product that has come
online over the past year. For the most part, these numbers have directly
translated into growth. As little new construction is taking place on a
speculative basis (and virtually no anchor or box space is being built
at all without commitments in place before construction), we estimate
that roughly 85% of that total—or about 15.3 million square feet-consisted of space that was accounted for immediately upon delivery.
Meanwhile, second generation space saw its occupancy levels increase
by approximately 26.9 million square feet during the same period.

U.S. Shopping Center Statistics
Region

Total Gross
Leasable
Area

Total
Vacant SF

Vacancy
%

Last 12 Months
Net
Absorption

Deliveries

Under
Const.

Pacific

935,617,213

65,870,018

7.0%

7,171,157

2,735,839

3,430,094

Mountain

481,232,546

48,245,654

10.0%

7,226,206

2,225,325

1,923,450

Great Plains

293,561,866

27,815,954

9.5%

1,845,339

893,342

509,967

Great Lakes

726,221,168

79,558,885

11.0%

5,603,014

2,125,878

377,120

Texas South
Central

671,216,332

60,016,840

8.9%

6,992,374

2,925,033

931,877

193,742,090

22,882,282

11.8%

1,232,022

274,663

7,700

1,186,563,516

104,272,110

8.8%

7,787,178

4,728,968

4,664,727

777,640,354

49,782,019

6.4%

4,422,923

2,057,594

2,540,313

5,265,795,085

458,443,762

8.7%

42,280,213

17,966,642

14,385,248

Southern US
Southeast
Northeast
National

Region

Total Gross
Leasable
Area

Total
Vacant SF

Vacancy
%

Last 12 Months
Net
Absorption

Deliveries

Under
Const.

Pacific

637,576,599

52,082,014

8.2%

4,069,478

1,764,279

2,238,167

Mountain

323,619,598

37,813,038

11.7%

4,629,078

769,723

158,006

Great Plains

189,778,773

19,340,926

10.2%

1,512,079

234,180

58,528

Great Lakes

474,378,875

60,279,406

12.7%

3,993,432

1,517,181

318,825
393,746

Texas South
Central

468,709,951

49,167,976

10.5%

4,998,628

2,143,312

Southern US

134,853,488

15,591,382

11.6%

1,093,908

138,663

2,400

Southeast

812,083,857

84,787,610

10.4%

4,479,826

2,400,019

2,573,235

Northeast
National

484,516,124

38,151,698

7.9%

3,058,895

1,398,701

1,067,813

3,525,517,265

357,214,050

10.1%

27,835,324

10,366,058

6,810,720

Source: Cassidy Turley Research/Costar

Part of the resurgence of this property type has been the fact that food
and service related retailers are driving demand currently. While there is
some consolidation occurring in the grocery world, new smaller format
concepts are more than making up for those losses and neighborhood
centers are overwhelmingly where they land. The traditional tenant
mix of the neighborhood and community centers have always been
grocery or drug anchors, with a mix of restaurants and local services
and generally fewer hard goods or big box retailers—which is where
much of the contraction in the industry is still taking place. This will
only strengthen in the coming year as demand trends will continue to
shift towards retailers that don’t compete with the Internet. Meanwhile,
the return of new home development in the United States will mean
more development—most of it in the form of new neighborhood or
strip centers—as retailers return to following rooftops.

Source: Cassidy Turley Research/Costar

Neighborhoods On the Rebound
Of course, not all shopping center types have performed the same.
The biggest gains over the past year have come from community,
neighborhood and strip centers. Vacancy for this product type now
stands at 10.1%. This product type was hardest hit during the recession.
Many markets entered the downturn with a glut of unanchored strip
product to begin with and this particular subtype of shopping center
is most dependent upon mom-and-pop retailers—who largely went

Top Malls Continue to Strengthen
Despite the fact that many traditional mall tenants are not currently
in growth mode, malls continue to enjoy the lowest vacancy levels
of any shopping center product type. We are currently tracking a
national vacancy rate of just 4.8%. This is down from Q2’s reading
of 4.9% and reflects a reduction from 5.8% one year ago. Malls
have accounted for just under 1.8 million square feet of net
absorption over the past year, while deliveries have added just under
900,000 square feet of new space to the marketplace.
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Mall properties still account for the lion’s share of the nation’s retail
trophy assets and continue to benefit from a marketplace in which
Class A space is seeing the highest levels of tenant interest and
activity. However, these numbers don’t tell the whole story. Most of
the major markets that we track have reported the same trend across
the board; Class A space availability is extremely tight and Class B
malls are faring well in all but the weakest economies. However, Class
B space still faces some challenges in some marketplaces and Class
C mall properties in virtually every trade area (including those with
the strongest local economies) are where the overwhelming majority
of vacancy resides today. Our estimate is that vacancy for Class C
malls throughout the United States is closer to the 8% range, while
Class A vacancy is now just below the 2% mark.

However, it is critical to note that NCREIF only tracks institutional
grade properties—in other words, the cream of the crop. So these
numbers are almost entirely driven by core trophy assets—mostly
malls. Unfortunately, once you step outside the realm of Class A
and Class B+ assets in most markets is where you begin to see the
challenges facing the retail landscape. Retailer demand remains all
about Class A and, in some markets, Class B space. Beyond that is
where most of the nation’s retail shopping center vacancy remains.
It is where rental rate growth has largely remained flat or is still
actually posting modest declines in some of the countries’ weakest
marketplaces. It is where nearly all of the weaknesses for the entire
sector are concentrated.

Specialty Centers; All About the Outlets
Returns by Property Type

National specialty center vacancy as of the end of Q3 2013 stood
at 7.6%. This product classification also includes lifestyle centers,
outlet centers and theme retail projects. Vacancy has remained in
essentially the same place for the past six months. One year ago, it
stood at 8.0%. Over the past year, we have tracked just under 4.8
million square feet of occupancy growth for this property type as
roughly 4.5 million square feet of new product (nearly all of it in the
form of outlet centers) was delivered to the marketplace.

14.0%
12.0%
10.0%
8.0%
6.0%
4.0%
2.0%

Specialty Center Statistics

0.0%
Multifamily

Hotel

Industrial

1-Year Returns

Office

Retail

10-Year Returns

Region

Source: Cassidy Turley Research, NCREIF

Perhaps a more telling statistic on mall performance comes not from
the leasing side of the equation, but from the investment world. The
National Council of Real Estate Investment Fiduciaries (NCREIF)
recently released a report that showed that retail properties have
performed better than any other commercial real estate property
type in terms of return on investment. They reported at the close of
Q3 that (on an unleveraged basis) retail properties had averaged a
13.2% rate of return over the previous year and had yielded an
average of 10.5% over the past decade.

U.S. Mall Statistics
Region

Pacific

Total Gross
Leasable
Area

Total
Vacant SF

Vacancy
%

Last 12 Months
Net
Absorption

Deliveries

Under
Const.

113,370,244

2,905,056

2.6%

724,221

345,838

154,408

Mountain

57,015,445

2,883,647

5.1%

321,096

38,331

1,514,000
29,789

Great Plains

41,593,229

2,575,383

6.2%

134,006

56,410

Great Lakes

95,688,878

7,583,729

7.9%

(77,801)

6,500

-

Texas South
Central

75,423,970

3,565,354

4.7%

324,805

6,200

-

Southern US

-

-

18,957,974

2,886,430

15.2%

(226,842)

Southeast

148,052,408

6,097,252

4.1%

343,397

194,987

Northeast

117,021,531

3,312,614

2.8%

242,214

227,260

747,500

National

667,123,679

31,809,465

4.8%

1,785,096

875,526

2,445,697

-

Source: Cassidy Turley Research/Costar

Total Gross
Leasable
Area

Total
Vacant SF

Vacancy
%

Last 12 Months
Net
Absorption

Under
Const.

Deliveries

Pacific

33,988,970

2,578,496

7.6%

558,964

567,795

922,422

Mountain

13,404,050

1,094,960

8.2%

1,050,051

1,083,867

245,585

Great Plains

10,170,540

1,302,454

12.8%

405,028

588,183

421,650

Great Lakes

22,144,834

1,189,997

5.4%

131,379

4,500

3,895

Texas South
Central

20,783,225

1,409,055

6.8%

682,444

397,345

6,360,546

1,170,785

18.4%

(160,986)

41,593,928

2,918,281

7.0%

1,472,487

19,802,872

1,098,340

5.5%

632,264

409,000

330,000

168,248,965

12,762,368

7.6%

4,771,631

4,507,077

3,166,633

Southern US
Southeast
Northeast
National

1,456,387

1,243,081

Source: Cassidy Turley Research/Costar

Higher end lifestyle centers continue to do well and hold their
own competing against Class A mall projects. However, there is
no question that this product type was overbuilt in some trade
areas. For years there has been a running joke in development
circles that if you aren’t sure how to position your new project, just
throw in a fountain and you can call it a lifestyle center. And this
may illustrate one of the challenges that this product type faces.
The highest end product accounts for some of the nation’s best
performing trophy centers, but this sector of the marketplace was
overbuilt heading into the downturn. As a result, some weaker
projects have taken a lot longer to rebound. Thanks to the growing
impact of e-commerce, many of the apparel and hard goods
retailers who traditionally make up the tenant mix for lifestyle
centers have slowed or reversed growth. Most absorption for this
product type now is coming from dining or food related concepts
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(higher end grocers like Whole Foods are increasingly part of the
standard tenant mixes at these centers). But if performance for
lifestyle centers has been a mixed bag, demand remains white-hot
for outlet center space. This is one of the few product types where
we have seen developers build speculatively. In general, most of
these projects lease-up before construction is done. Discount and
outlet concepts are one of the few areas where we are seeing a lot
of apparel players who are otherwise in no or slow growth mode
looking to grow. For example, while Nordstrom will likely build no
more than one full service department store over the next year, they
are looking to expand their off-price Nordstrom Rack concept by
as many as 60 stores over the next two years. Likewise, the recent
acquisition of Nieman Marcus will probably result in increased
expansion—not necessarily for the chain’s namesake concept but
for its off-price Last Call stores.

Adaptation Keeping the Power in Power Centers
If you look at it from a demand perspective, it would appear that
power centers would be the product type in greatest peril. Power
centers are all about big box retail, but nearly every single category
big box user type is shrinking. This includes categories that are
in sharp consolidation mode due to competition with the Internet
(bookstores, consumer electronics, office supplies, etc.). Most of
these chains are not only closing stores but also slashing footprints.
But it also includes some strong categories like pet supplies—where
most chains are generally in modest growth mode—but more are
experimenting with smaller concepts of 10,000 square feet or less.
The fact is that retailers are shrinking their box presence overall,
whether we are talking about grocery stores, home improvement or
just about any other category. This is the twilight of the big box age.

Power Center Statistics
Region

Total Gross
Leasable
Area

Total
Vacant SF

Vacancy
%

Last 12 Months
Net
Absorption

Deliveries

Under
Const.

150,681,400

8,304,452

5.5%

1,818,494

Mountain

87,193,453

6,454,009

7.4%

1,225,981

333,404

Great Plains

52,019,324

4,597,191

8.8%

(205,774)

14,569

-

Great Lakes

134,008,581

10,505,753

7.8%

1,556,004

597,697

54,400

Texas South
Central

106,299,186

5,874,455

5.5%

986,497

378,176

538,131

Pacific

115,097
5,859

33,570,082

3,233,685

9.6%

525,942

136,000

5,300

Southeast

184,833,323

10,468,967

5.7%

1,491,468

677,575

848,411

Northeast

156,299,827

7,219,367

4.6%

489,550

National

904,905,176

56,657,879

6.3%

7,888,162

Southern US

22,633
Source:
2,217,981

395,000

mid-size boxes (and larger), though due to the cost of converting
space for this use, there is an equally strong argument that this is
more about adaptive re-use.
Regardless, against this backdrop, one would assume that power
centers were taking it on the chin. But they are holding up well.
And this isn’t just because the best operators have taken creative
approaches to leasing and have been willing to invest in expensive
demising and upgrades of their space (which they have). But it is
also because the very nature of power center space has changed.
Call them power neighborhood centers or regional neighborhood
centers or whatever you like. The fact is that the old paradigm of
just throwing up some boxes, leasing to a few regional players and
hoping for a strong 10-mile trade area is dead. The new paradigm
for power centers is about straddling both the power and community/
neighborhood center worlds.
Despite this, the power centers that we track are reporting vacancy
(as of Q3 2013) of just 6.3%. This is down from a reading of 6.4% in
Q2 and 7.0% a year ago. We’ve tracked just under 7.9 million square
feet of occupancy growth for this product type over the past twelve
months. During that same time, developers added nearly 900,000
square feet of new product to the marketplace.
The question, of course, is with big box demand shrinking (both in
terms of retailer demand for locations and actual footprint), why are
power centers continuing to perform so well? Adaptation is the answer.
While there remain disparities in performance within this sector that
are nearly all based on class, there are a few common threads that
we have seen with the best performing power centers. The first is that
these landlords were not afraid to spend money to demise larger, vacant
boxes a few years back when big box vacancy became a major issue.
Those who made the investment were able to chop up larger space
and land new, more nimble junior box users. The second major trend
has to do with embracing food users, particularly grocery tenants. The
addition of grocery components makes perfect sense—small format
grocery players have proven to be excellent tenants for power centers
looking to backfill vacant Circuit City locations. But this play isn’t just
about getting empty space filled—it is about repositioning. The idea
is simple; power centers used to be all about big box retailers with
regional draws. Add some grocery components and now you have
hedged your bets with both regional and local draws.

1,962,198

Source: Cassidy Turley Research/Costar

The only exception to the rule would be sporting goods—which
remains robustly in growth mode both in terms of units and
footprints—due largely to a mix of successful experiential retail and
limited competition from online sales (particularly when it comes to
firearms). One could also argue that health clubs fit in here as well.
Larger concepts have backfilled a substantial amount of vacant

The new power center is really a hybrid neighborhood center.
Nearly all of the new development that we are tracking for this
product type includes significant commitments in place from food
anchors, as opposed to the old host of big box users. Target and
Walmart Superstores, in particular, have proven to be extremely
attractive tenants to land. Both offer strong neighborhood and
regional draws in terms of shoppers, but they both also prove to be
attractive anchors for inline tenants to follow.
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Construction Returning to Marketplace
From 2002 to 2008 developers added nearly 140 million square feet
of new shopping center space to the marketplace. Those numbers
dropped precipitously during the Great Recession. From 2009 to
2012 we tracked just 23.2 million square feet of new product that
was delivered. Mostly this was in the form of additional pad buildings
at existing shopping centers, though outlet centers saw strong growth
and there were a couple of regional malls—long in the works from
before the downturn—that were delivered as well. Yet, in the past year,
we have tracked nearly 18 million square feet of new shopping space
that was delivered to the marketplace. The development pipeline, so
far, has overwhelmingly been about infill urban projects (whether new
or redevelopment). But with the return of the nation’s housing market
and new home construction expected to pick up significantly in 2014,
we anticipate that new construction levels will pick up further next year.
Of the roughly 18 million square feet of new product delivered over
the past year, nearly 60% of that has been at existing centers where
expansions or redevelopment took place. In terms of product types,
community/neighborhood/strip centers accounted for the lion’s share
of activity. We tracked just under 10.4 million square feet of product
that has been delivered over the past year, accounting for just under
30% of all new construction. Specialty centers accounted for just over
4.5 million square feet of new product—nearly all of which was in the
form of outlet centers—which remain white hot. Malls accounted for
just under 2.5 million square feet of new space, while the nation’s
power center inventory grew by just under two million square feet.

U.S. Shopping Center Development
Shopping Center Deliveries

MSF 2002 – 2008
30

MSF 2009 – 2012

25.5

Millions, SF

25

Proposed projects are up as well. The Directory of Major Malls is now
tracking 36 major projects in the planning stages throughout the U.S.
that are one million square feet in size or greater. The majority of
these are mall or lifestyle center projects and a substantial number
of them are mixed-use in nature. But despite, the uptick in new
development activity, we have yet to see many developers willing to
build speculatively and we don’t expect that to change anytime soon.
This certainly won’t be the case in terms of anchor tenancy anytime
within the next few years—if not throughout the entire foreseeable
future. The building pattern for the next decade is likely to be based
upon secure commitments in place to anchors, minimal speculative
building on inline space and delivery in phases. Retail fundamentals
may be improving, and the construction pipeline growing, but don’t
expect much in the way of risk taking any time soon.

Class Acts Rule the Roost
Overall retail vacancy has been on a downward trajectory going on
four years now, but declines in vacancy have been relatively slow
with changes measured more in basis than percentage points. Of
course, recovery has been uneven both geographically and across
product types. But across every market that we track and across
every shopping center type we have also seen sharp divisions in
performance on the basis of class.
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new power center development. These projects have varying delivery
timelines over the next six quarters. The Southeast U.S. leads the way
with just under 4.7 million square feet of space under development.
The Pacific region follows with 3.4 million square feet. There is just over
2.5 million square feet of new development underway throughout the
Northeast, while the Mountain region has roughly 1.9 million square
feet of new projects in the works. The Great Lakes, Great Plains, Texas
and South U.S. regions all have less than one million square feet of
active construction projects in their respective pipelines.
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Source: Cassidy Turley Research/Costar

We are now tracking 14.4 million square feet of new shopping space
under construction in the United States. This is the largest amount of
new space in the development pipeline that we have tracked since
early 2009 when the pipeline was still emptying following the onset
of the recession in September 2008. Once again, the community/
neighborhood/strip category leads the pack with over 6.8 million
square feet of space under development. Specialty centers follow
with nearly 3.2 million square feet of product under construction,
while malls account for just over 2.4 million square feet of planned
deliveries. Lastly, we are tracking just under two million square feet of

In virtually every market that we track, we found that retailer demand
for Class A space was extremely robust and this held true in even
the most challenged local economies. Of course, this is nothing
new. Recovery started with Class A—even with a diminished pool of
actively growing tenants this is where retailers look first for growth.
Retailer demand has been on the upswing for four years now and
though this demand has only increased incrementally each year,
in a marketplace where there has been little in the way of new
construction Class A options are now few and far between in most
markets. Demand for quality space has now spilled over to Class B
product in most major U.S. markets with vacancy for these shopping
centers falling and rents finally starting to show some signs of growth
(rents have been on the upswing for Class A product in most trade
areas for well over two years now). But this trend has yet to spread to
many secondary and tertiary markets—particularly in portions of the
Midwest and South. It also hasn’t, and likely won’t, spread to Class C
product—which will continue to remain challenged even in some of
the nation’s tightest vacancy marketplaces.
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Directory of Major Malls – Top U.S. 20 Proposed Shopping Centers
Project

Location

Shopping Center Type

Mixed Use?

Gross Leasable Area

Anchors

Developer

Mall at Luxury Point

Sayreville, NJ

Lifestyle Specialty

Yes

2,600,000

Bass Pro Shops

O'Neill Properties Group

Copper Ridge at Northgate

Colorado Springs, CO

Lifestyle Specialty

Yes

2,000,000

Bass Pro Shops

Northgate Properties

Berry Farms

Franklin, TN

Lifestyle Specialty

No

1,800,000

Boyle Investment Company

Okatie Crossing

Bluffton, SC

Lifestyle Specialty

No

1,600,000

Horne Properties

The Shops at East Prairie

Ames, IA

Lifestyle Specialty

No

1,500,000

Wolford Development

Konterra Town Center East

Laurel, MD

Lifestyle Specialty

Yes

1,500,000

Konterra Realty

Parkside Town Commons

Raleigh-Cary, NC

Lifestyle Specialty

Yes

1,500,000

Target, O2 Fitness,
Frank Theatres

Kite Realty Group

Cabela’s

Interstate Realty Advisors

The Falls

Bristol, VA

Lifestyle Specialty

No

1,500,000

Columbia Crossing

Columbia, IL

Lifestyle Specialty

Yes

1,500,000

G.J. Grewe

Seaport Square

Boston, MA

Lifestyle Specialty

No

1,500,000

The Shops at Summerlin
Centre

Las Vegas, NV

Super Regional Center

Yes

1,500,000

WS Development

Waller Town Center

Waller, TX

Lifestyle Specialty

No

1,400,000

Cullinan Properties

Ka Makana Ali'i

Kapolei, HI

Lifestyle Specialty

No

1,400,000

DeBartolo Development

The Commons at 7th
Standard

Bakersfield, CA

Super Regional Center

Yes

1,385,000

Bidart Bros.

Dillard’s, Macy’s

Howard Hughes

The Railyards

Sacramento, CA

Lifestyle Specialty

No

1,300,000

Inland American Retail Mgmt.

Estrella Falls Mall

Goodyear, AZ

Super Regional Center

Yes

1,300,000

Macerich

The Triangle

Murrieta, CA

Lifestyle Specialty

No

1,300,000

Domenigoni Barton Properties

The Pinnacle

Bristol, TN

Super Regional Center

Yes

1,300,000

Delta Shores

Sacramento, CA

Lifestyle Specialty

No

1,300,000

The Bridges at Mint Hill

Mint Hill, NC

Lifestyle Specialty

No

1,500,000

The overwhelming majority of shopping center vacancy that exists
today throughout the United States is in Class B or C product. Even in
the most economically challenged markets where the overall metrics
indicate flat overall asking rents, Class A rents are climbing by as
much as 5% or more annually. In mid-performing markets we have
seen Class A rents climb by as much as 10% and we have seen
increases of more than that in some of the hottest trade areas. Until
enough new product is delivered to the marketplace to sate demand,
expect this trend to continue.
The shortage of Class A space is now starting to discourage growth in
some trade areas. For example, we know of a number of retailers who
have slowed or postponed planned expansion in the San Francisco
Bay Area as they patiently wait for quality space to become available.
We have heard similar anecdotal information from multiple markets
on both coasts (demand remains white hot in Texas, however,
because developers never fully stopped building here during the
recession space options remains plentiful). This has proven beneficial
to many trade areas that came late to the recovery but that are
blossoming now—particularly for a number of cities in the Mountain
region. Phoenix and Las Vegas were hammered by the recession but
have seen retail demand and activity radically improve in the past 18
months. Denver is white-hot in terms of demand while Salt Lake City
is also seeing strong activity.
In recent years, our review of top producing trade areas (in terms of
retailer demand and occupancy growth) have consistently included

Bass Pro Shops,
Belk, Regal Cinemas

Johnson Commercial
Development

Belk

Howard Hughes

Merlone Geier

metros like Washington DC, New York, San Francisco, San Jose,
Boston, Houston, Dallas and San Diego. But thanks to economic
recovery picking up in a number of major secondary markets and the
fact that retailers are now finding little room to grow in many of these
markets, we have seen a number of upstart trade areas surpassing
these cities in terms of actual occupancy growth.

Looking Ahead
Retailer demand next year will still be primarily about the economy or
the Internet. Discounters and luxury players will be active but just as
the middle class consumer will still largely be in frugality mode, midpriced hard goods players will largely be inactive in terms of bricks
and mortar growth. Meanwhile, food related users (restaurants and
grocery) and service users will remain extremely active.

“The overwhelming majority of shopping center vacancy
that exists today throughout the United States is in Class
B or C product. Even in the most economically challenged
markets where the overall metrics indicate flat overall asking
rents, Class A rents are climbing by as much as 5% or more
annually. In mid-performing markets we have seen Class A
rents climb by as much as 10% and we have seen increases
of more than that in some of the hottest trade areas. Until
enough new product is delivered to the marketplace to sate
demand, expect this trend to continue.”
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Though there will be closures and consolidations among a number of
major chains, large scale bankruptcies will be fewer overall than what
we saw this year or last. Space givebacks will be down slightly while
demand will be up slightly. Neighborhood centers will see the greatest
level of improvement; malls the least—but a rising tide will lift all boats.

“…the most important economic trend impacting mom-andpop demand is the return of housing appreciation. Home
equity lines of credit are the initial line of funding for most
(an estimated 75%) of these start-ups. Though the numbers
will be tepid to begin with, we will see small business
creation gradually accelerating over the next 24 months.”

The return of the housing market will remain the single greatest
overriding economic story and the one with the most significance for
retail. Rising home values will continue, though not at the whiplash pace
of the past 18 months. Instead, we will begin to see housing values in
most markets falling into more sustainable levels of growth. New home
construction will ramp up; this will help to drive lower unemployment,
greater wage growth and improved consumer spending. The real
impact might not be clearly felt until 2015, but it will be felt.
Shopping Centers
(All Types)

Vacancy Rate
3Q 2013

Vacancy Rate
2Q 2013

Vacancy Rate
3Q 2012

1.

San Francisco, CA
(Includes SF Peninsula)

3.0%

3.0%

3.0%

2.

Hawaii

3.4%

3.5%

3.6%

3.

Pittsburgh, PA

4.8%

4.7%

5.5%

4.

New York Metro (NYC,
Long Island, Southern CT)

4.9%

4.9%

5.1%

5.

San Jose, CA

5.3%

5.4%

5.7%

6.

Boston, MA

5.5%

5.2%

5.3%

7.

Salt Lake City, UT

5.5%

5.3%

5.9%

8.

San Diego, CA

5.6%

5.2%

5.8%

9.

Oakland/East Bay, CA

5.6%

5.8%

5.8%

10.

Orange County, CA

5.6%

5.8%

5.8%

11.

Washington DC

5.7%

5.7%

5.6%

12.

Los Angeles, CA

5.9%

5.7%

6.0%

13.

Santa Barbara, CA

6.2%

6.1%

6.2%

14.

Des Moines, IA

6.6%

6.5%

7.1%

15.

Baltimore, MD

6.7%

6.5%

7.2%

16.

Austin, TX

6.7%

6.6%

7.0%

17.

Northern New Jersey

6.8%

6.7%

7.2%

18.

Minneapolis/St. Paul, MN

7.0%

7.0%

7.6%

19.

Miami, FL

7.0%

6.9%

7.1%

20.

Seattle, WA

7.2%

7.0%

7.6%

21.

Raleigh/Durham, NC

7.3%

7.2%

7.0%

22.

Charleston, SC

7.3%

6.9%

6.9%

23.

Denver, CO

7.7%

7.6%

8.3%

24.

New Orleans, LA

7.8%

7.6%

8.8%

25.

Portland, OR

7.9%

7.7%

8.1%

Most importantly, the return of increasing home values will translate
into stronger consumer spending, less frugality among middle-class
shopper and a resurgence of small business creation. In terms of
retailer demand, mom-and-pop retail has been the missing link.
These are the bread-and-butter tenant type for neighborhood
and strip retail centers, but they also certainly help to increase
the pool of demand for all retail space. While we have only just
begun to see some signs of life from this sector (after nearly six
years), the action has largely been limited so far to the nation’s
strongest local economies. That is because that is where we see the
greatest strength in home values. This is why the most important
economic trend impacting mom-and-pop demand is the return of
housing appreciation. Home equity lines of credit are the initial line
of funding for most (an estimated 75%) of these start-ups. Though
the numbers will be tepid to begin with, we will see small business
creation gradually accelerating over the next 24 months.

Lowest Vacancy Markets

San Francisco

Hawaii

Pittsburgh

3.0% 3.4% 4.8%

Look for continued incremental declines in overall shopping center
vacancy heading into 2014. We anticipate that overall vacancy will
fall to near the 7.9% mark by the close of next year, despite the fact that
new construction will pick up considerably and 2014 will see many of the
issues surrounding the shortage of Class A space alleviated.

Source: Cassidy Turley Research/Costar
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Methodology

Disclaimer
This report and other research materials
may be found on our website at
www.cassidyturley.com. This is a research
document of Cassidy Turley in Washington,
DC. Questions related to information
herein should be directed to the Research
Department at 202-463-2100. Information
contained herein has been obtained
from sources deemed reliable and no
representation is made as to the accuracy
thereof. Cassidy Turley is a leading
commercial real estate services provider,
with 400 million square feet managed on
behalf of institutional, private and corporate
clients and $22 billion in completed
transactions for 2012.

Methodology
Cassidy Turley’s quarterly estimates are derived from a variety of data sources, including its
own proprietary sample of market activity, historical inventory data from Bureau of Labor
Statistics Employment data, CoStar and other third party data sources. The market statistics
are calculated from a base building inventory made up of shopping center properties
deemed to be competitive in the local retail markets. The inventory is subject to revisions
due to resampling. Vacant space is defined as space that is available immediately or three
months (90 days) after the end of the quarter. Sublet space still occupied by the tenant is
not counted as available space.
The figures provided for the current quarter are preliminary, and all information contained in
the report is subject to correction of errors and revisions based on additional data received.
Explanation of Terms
Total Inventory: The total amount of retail space within a shopping center.
Total Space Available: The sums of new, relet and sublet space that is unoccupied and
being actively marketed.
Vacancy Rate: The amount of unoccupied space (new, relet and sublet) expressed as a
percentage of total inventory.
Absorption: The net change in occupied space between two points in time. (Total
occupied space in the present quarter minus total occupied space from the previous
quarter, quoted on a net, not gross, basis.)
Asking Rents: Triple net average asking rents.

Regional Map

West
Midwest
South
Northeast
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Key Cassidy Turley Statistics
A Leader in Commercial Real Estate Services
At Cassidy Turley, we are market leaders, industry leaders and community leaders. Nationwide, clients recognize us for the creative
sophistication of our real estate advice as well as for the discipline and accuracy of our service delivery. We are a trusted partner and
advocate, supporting our clients’ overall business performance. In markets across the country, we are respected as a leading provider of
commercial real estate services as well as for our community engagement. Our thorough understanding of local business practices and
market dynamics, combined with our customer focus and service commitment, give our clients a distinct edge in commercial real estate
across the globe.

Local Market Leaders, Nationwide
Key Statistics
t  More than 60 U.S. offices
t  65 international offices*
t  More than 3,800 professionals
t  More than 970 brokers
t  2012 transactions
– Gross transaction volume
$22 billion
– Gross capital markets
volume $9.2 billion
t  400 million sf managed
portfolio on behalf of
institutional, corporate and
private clients
t  More than 23,000 client
locations served
*Through GVA Partnership

t Our professionals have deep ties to our communities and our industry, and a thorough
understanding of local business leaders and practices, giving Cassidy Turley and our
clients an edge.
t Our in-depth, local market knowledge provides a comprehensive understanding of
market dynamics and enables us to effectively forecast market trends – providing
insight to clients and helping them make informed real estate decisions.
t Our leadership position is recognized in the communities we serve. We are often rated
in local business journals as a “Best Place to Work,” and are honored for our many
local philanthropic efforts.

Industry Leadership
t Named to Leaders List of 2013 Global Outsourcing 100
t Over 80% of real estate executives familiar with our brand ranked it Very Good or
Excellent – Wall Street Journal survey
t Ranked a Top 5 Brand – Lipsey’s 2013 Commercial Real Estate Brandy Survey
t Ranked in the Top 5 in Best Practices Index – Commercial Property Executive
t 2012 Greenest Company Index – Commercial Property Executive
t Named by the EPA a 2013 ENERGY STAR® Partner of the Year

World-Class Expertise
t Many of our associates have honed their skills in their respective markets for years –
even decades – gaining an understanding of industry best practices and serving as
thought leaders.
t Cassidy Turley has served clients’ needs outside of the United States since 1985. In
order to better serve our clients in Europe and Asia-Pacific, Cassidy Turley is proud
to partner with GVA, the founder and majority shareholder of GVA Worldwide, which
serves key markets in over 25 countries.
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Business Incentives Handout
Dublin, A Great Place to Grow!
The City of Dublin encourages the development of businesses. The City's Economic Development
Department has compiled a list of incentives that can offer assistance (both financial and training) to help
you develop your business in our community.

CITY INCENTIVES
Commercial Facade Improvement Grant Program
The City offers a Commercial Facade Improvement Grant Program for commercial businesses located in
the Downtown Dublin Specific Plan Area and the segment of Dublin Boulevard between Village Parkway
and Dougherty Road. This grant would permit commercial property owners, or tenants with long‐term
leases (five or more years remaining on the lease at the time a Program application is submitted) to apply
for either: 1) a mini‐grant for reimbursement of up to five thousand dollars ($5,000); or 2) a matching
grant, which would provide reimbursement for two‐thirds (66%) of eligible project costs, up to a
maximum determined by the Fiscal Year budget cycle annually. The total cost of the improvement work
must be more than five thousand dollars ($5,000). Receipt of a matching grant requires the approved
applicant to contribute a minimum of one‐third of the total cost of the facade improvement costs.
Fee Deferral Program
The City offers two Fee Deferral Programs, one for non‐residential development projects and one for
multi‐family residential development projects within the Transit Districts. The non‐residential
development deferral allows development to pay the Traffic Impact Fee to the City just prior to
occupancy. The multi‐family residential development deferral allows development to pay the Traffic
Impact Fees, Public Facilities Fees and Fire Facilities Fees just prior to occupancy.
PACE Financing for Energy Upgrades
The City has partnered with Figtree Energy Resource Company and CaliforniaFIRST to offer Property
Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) financing for energy efficiency, renewable energy, and water conservation
upgrades. Some examples on ways you can save money are:
 Heating and Air Conditioning
 Solar Thermal Water Heaters
 Boilers and Chillers
 Pool Equipment
 Lighting
 Programmable Thermostats
 Energy Management Systems
 Solar Photovoltaic Systems
 Windows and Exterior Doors
 Solar Reflective Roofing
 Occupancy Sensors
 Water‐Efficient Plumbing Fixtures
 Electric Vehicle Charging Stations
 And Many More
Dublin commercial property owners have the choice to work with Figtree Energy Resource Company or
CaliforniaFIRST for financing.
Sales Tax Reimbursement Program
For businesses that generate more than $10 million in taxable sales, the City has developed a program to
help offset investments in improvements to the site or building that the business proposes to occupy.
The City will reimburse a business up to 50% of their annual sales tax for a period of five years, up to the

amount they invested in the property. For users that generate more than $50 million in taxable sales, the
City will reimburse a business up to 50% for a period of 10 years.
Example: Business A is expected to generate $20 million in taxable sales annually (attributable
to the City of Dublin). Business A needs to invest $500,000 in building improvements. Business A
enters into an agreement with the City to be reimbursed for their improvements. Business A
generates the anticipated $20 million in year one. This results in $200,000 in new sales tax
revenue to the City of Dublin. Of this amount, Business A is eligible for $100,000 in year one
(50% of the new sales tax revenue to the City).
Sewer Capacity Assistance Program
In partnership with the Dublin San Ramon Services District (DSRSD) (provider of water and sewer service),
the City now offers financial assistance to businesses that require new or additional sewer capacity. As
part of the Program, the City can provide a credit of up to 25% of the DSRSD sewer connection fees that
would otherwise be paid by the applicant.
Example: A prospective restaurant gets a fee estimate from DSRSD for sewer capacity in the
amount of $300,000. The City of Dublin can contribute up to $75,000 in sewer capacity to that
restaurant.
For restaurant and entertainment users located within the Downtown Specific Plan area and the Eastern
Dublin Transit Center, depending on the type, the City can allocate a higher percentage of credit. Contact
the Economic Development Office for more information.
In addition to the City program, DSRSD does offer a financing program of up to $100,000 for users that
require sewer capacity.
Small Business Assistance Program
The City offers a Small Business Assistance Program to assist Dublin‐based businesses with the cost of
complying with federal, state and local laws relating to disability access requirements, trash enclosures,
sewer connections and other such obligations imposed on small businesses.

City staff is also available to provide the following services:



One‐to‐one assistance with zoning related questions
Site Selection

For additional information, please contact:
Hazel Wetherford, Senior Economic Development Analyst
hazel.wetherford@dublin.ca.gov
(925) 833‐6650

APPENDIX D. Homework Assignment and Summary

Summary of Homework Assignment
RECEIVED FROM:
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Sulayman Bimar
Steve Lockhart
Jim LeQuin
Bill Schaub
Renata Flecchia Tyler
Stephen Wright

✔ Robert Costa
✔ Melissa Sladden
✔ Kerrie Chabot
Prashant Ravani
Janine Thalblum
Todd Padnos

The following is a summary of the responses to the homework assignment distributed to Task Force
members following the third meeting on June 5, 2014. The purpose of the assignment was to gather
perspectives on a set of key issues highlighted during presentations and discussions at the prior
meetings. The topics included desirability of the various opportunity sites, uses and retail format
typologies appropriate for the sites, as well as design principles that would guide commercial
development around Dublin.
Nine Task Force members submitted their answers and comments to the assignment. Responses to the
questions have been aggregated with some editing for clarity. The results will be synthesized to form a
set of preliminary recommendations in fulfillment of the Task Force charge from the Dublin City Council.

Commercial Development Task Force

Summary of Homework Assignment Results

6/25/14 -- Page 1

Question 1. Site Desirability
In your opinion, what is the most desirable site for commercial development in Dublin? Why?
Please list the remaining sites in order of preference in terms of desirability. Please describe
what influenced your selections.
The table below summarizes the ranking of each site’s desirability. For example, Downtown Dublin was
mentioned once as the most desirable commercial development site, three times as the second-most
desirable, once as the fourth-most desirable and twice as the fifth-most desirable.

1*
Downtown
Dublin
The Green at Park
Place
Dublin Land
Company
The Promenade /
Grafton Plaza
Chen
Property
*

✔✔

2

3

✔✔✔

✔✔
✔✔✔✔✔
✔✔✔✔
✔✔

✔✔✔

✔✔

✔✔

4

5

✔

✔✔

✔✔✔

✔

✔

✔✔✔✔

✔

✔

✔✔

✔✔✔✔
✔✔

The total of responses in column 1 (most desirable) is greater than the number of respondents because some
members selected more than one site.

Dublin Land Company received the greatest number of mentions as most desirable, followed by equal
numbers of votes for Downtown Dublin, The Green at Park Place, Promenade/Grafton Plaza, and the
Chen Property. Comments describing the reasons for selecting the site(s) as most desirable include:









Dublin Land Company. It is needed to service the residents of the eastern side of Dublin and
Tassajara Valley as it's on the “going-home” side.
Dublin Land Company would be where I would think is most desirable as this spot has close
access to the freeway and is located right in between East and West Dublin, and by Emerald
Green Park.
Dublin Land Company. Accessibility, visibility, size.
Dublin Land Company Parcel 2. I believe the DLC 2 site is most desirable given its location
bordering Tassajara Rd and Dublin Blvd.
Dublin Land Company Parcel 2 is the best location for retail (tied to nearby parcel) due to
proximity to the freeway and undeveloped land. Also, it is not too far from Pleasanton and
Livermore, and is in an affluent area which could support the shops.
Dublin Land Company Parcel 1. (Same reasoning as above.) I do not think the freeway is an
inhibitor, but rather an advantage. Walls can be built and landscaping done.
Dublin Land Company Parcel 3. (Same reasons as above.)

Commercial Development Task Force
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I think the four sites that border I-580 (The Green; Dublin Land Company; Grafton Plaza;
and Chen Property) are the most desirable locations for commercial development. Freeway
access and visibility is key to success and to keeping traffic off city streets. It would be nice to
see at least one of these locations become Class A office space for a potential tech client.
Downtown Dublin. We should create a town center and there are a number of commercial
vacancies.
Downtown Dublin. If Regional Street and/or Village Parkway were re-designed to have
walkable retail with trendier shops and eateries this location would be wonderful; however it
seems like it is too late to make this happen.
The Green at Park Place – Provides connectivity from BART to existing & established
shopping center. Great accessibility, visibility to potential retailers. Opportunity for pedestrianfriendly design features.
Grafton Plaza. Near Livermore outlets which lack eateries, Target nearby as anchor is great
draw. Promenade. There is lots of medium-high density housing to support this area and it is
close to freeway which allows more foot traffic. It is undeveloped which means it can be
designed to area needs.
Chen Property. Close to big shopping areas and needs less architectural and design overhead.

Each opportunity site is shown below, with the array of ranked responses, followed by comments
regarding the site.
Downtown Dublin
1
✔✔
✔✔✔









2

3

4
✔

5
✔✔

I would select "Downtown Dublin" for commercial re-development, with the inclusion of a
town center, higher end retail, including more upscale restaurants. The area should be
pedestrian- and cycling-friendly. And thought should be given to live/work/loft space on the
former Honda site in an attempt to bring in crafts people and artists.
Downtown Dublin would be next on my list as we need a space that can truly be called
downtown. There is enough space to build on that site as well.
Downtown is the most desirable for that pedestrian-friendly type of development. Regional
Street is perfect for such redevelopment of this type. High degree of architectural design
required.
Downtown Dublin. Retail as required as development grows. The real need is to renovate
existing commercial to service expanding housing.
Too much demolition and rebuilding needed.
Downtown Dublin is 2nd given its existing foundation in the city and now proximity to the new
BART station.
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The Green at Park Place
1
✔✔







2

3
✔✔✔

4
✔

5
✔

It’s kind of already done.
The Green at Park Place would be another area which would be good for development. Again,
good freeway access, the introduction of Whole Foods and it being so close to Kaiser, Oracle
and SAP for customers during the day.
Accessibility, visibility.
Need complementary retail for the neighboring centers already built or planned and specialties as
a restaurant village.
Lastly, The Green has freeway visibility but it is very difficult to "easily" access it.

Dublin Land Company (The Dublin Land Company property is mentioned both by specific parcel, as
well as one property. The responses are displayed accordingly.)
1
2
3
4
5
Dublin Land Co. ✔
✔✔✔
✔
Parcel 1
Dublin Land Co. ✔✔
✔✔
Parcel 2
Dublin Land Co. ✔
✔
Parcel 3
Dublin Land Co.
✔
Parcel 4
Dublin Land Co. ✔✔✔✔✔
✔
(general)
Dublin Land Co. ✔✔✔✔✔✔
✔✔✔
✔✔✔✔
✔
✔
Total ✔✔✔





Dublin Land Company is clearly in a good shopping area. Area 1 is most appealing; migrating to
Parcels 2 and 3 for residential. Not sure what to do with Parcel 4.
I believe Promenade and the Dublin Land Company properties could be a mix of residential and
retail, but not for at least five years.
Dublin Land Company Parcel 1 has the freeway exposure and opposite location to the potential
retail development of Dublin Land Company Parcel 2 and existing Lowes.
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Promenade and Grafton Plaza
1
2
✔✔






4

5

✔✔✔✔

I believe Promenade and the Dublin Land Company properties could be a mix of residential and
retail, but not for at least five years.
Promenade/Grafton Plaza to add restaurants and round out neighborhood services.
Grafton Plaza and Promenade has the potential for growth if done correctly.
The Promenade offers an existing "mass" of nearby residents looking for the downtown
conveniences to shop for daily needs.

Chen Property
1
✔✔





3
✔✔

2

3

4

✔✔

5
✔✔

Needed for neighborhoods developing in the far eastern side of Dublin.
Accessibility, visibility, size.
Chen property is close enough for development as a mixed use space.
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2. Commercial/Retail Typology
On which of the five development sites in Dublin do you think this type of retail would make the
most sense? Why?
The five typologies, or formats, shown were determined to be those most likely to be applicable to
Dublin. For purposes of this exercise, the typologies had the following characteristics:
Neighborhood Shopping Center
 Supermarket-anchored strip mall
 In-front parking field
 Focus on convenience goods and services
 Draws local residents (i.e. within 3 miles)
 30K to 125K square feet (3 to 12 acres)
Example: Waterford Place, Dublin

Hybrid Power/Neighborhood Center
 Strip of big and medium-box stores (power
center)
 In-front parking field
 Also include neighborhood draws (e.g.
grocer)
 Represents a hedge against online channel
Example: El Cerrito Plaza, El Cerrito

Ethnic Specialty Center
 Anchored by grocer, cinema, restaurant
cluster, cultural center
 Draws on formats and customs of home
country
 Requires corresponding ethnicity
 Can pull from a distance
 Allows for adaptive reuse of older Class
B/C strips, vacant boxes
 Not driven by prototype
Example: Uffert’s Center, Dublin

Commercial Development Task Force

“Faux” Main Street
 Requires either…
1. “Captive” density (urban)
 Can include commodity brands
 San Francisco not comparable
2.



3.



Example:

Destination (suburban)
Dining/entertainment and specialty
Needs critical mass to drive foot traffic
Parking just within walking distance
Convenience (suburban)
Walk-in population insufficient
Needs clearly visible parking
Zero-setback access not advised
Fourth Street, Berkeley

Hybrid Power/Lifestyle Center (aka “Power
Town”)
 “Main Street” core surrounded by power
center
 Surface parking between the two
 “Main Street” or central plaza
 Most often centered on a multiplex, with
in-line space filled by food / drink and teen
retailers
 Sometimes anchored by a department
store
 500K square feet and up (50 acres)
Example: Hacienda Crossings, Dublin
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The table below indicates the types of commercial retail Task Force members felt would be most
appropriate for each of the five opportunity sites. (The Dublin Land Company property is mentioned
both by specific parcel, as well as one property.) For each typology there may be more than nine
selections, because a member selected more than one site for that type.
TYPOLOGY
Opportunity

Neighborhood

“Faux” Main

Hybrid Power

Hybrid Power

Ethnic Specialty

Site

Shopping Ctr.

Street

Nbhd. Ctr.

Lifestyle Ctr.

Ctr.

Downtown Dublin

✔✔

✔✔✔✔

The Green at Park

✔

✔

Place
Dublin Land Co.

✔

Parcel 1
Dublin Land Co.

✔✔✔

✔✔
✔✔

✔

✔

✔✔

✔

✔✔✔

✔

Dublin Land Co.

✔

✔

The Promenade/

✔

✔

✔✔

✔✔

✔

✔✔✔

✔✔✔

✔

Parcel 2
Dublin Land Co.
Parcel 3
Dublin Land Co.
Parcel 4

Grafton Plaza
Chen Property

Questions and comments generated include:
Neighborhood Shopping Center







Dublin Land Company Parcel 2 could mirror this type of development becoming the hinge between
commercial and residential sites.
Easily, DLC2 is the most likely site given its proximity to Waterford Center.
I think the downtown area would be a good placement for those additions, and have some opening
to enable some walkways and additional spaces for biking in that area.
The Green at Park Place, Dublin Land Company, Promenade/Grafton Plaza sites – due to nearby
residential areas.
Chen because that area needs these types of services and retailers.

“Faux” Main Street







The Promenade seems most likely to create this retail shop.
I think this mix could possibly work on either of the Dublin Land parcels.
The Green – upscale walkable restaurants and shops for transit residents.
The Dublin Land Company property would be an excellent site for Main Street-type location, as
there is enough room to make this happen with the spacing of parking, accessible from cars and
bikes.
Downtown Dublin site – to encourage a walking downtown; i.e., foot traffic.
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Hybrid Power Neighborhood Center









Downtown – Established retail hub, connectivity to 580/680.
Downtown Dublin could develop this location since it is now in existence and can draw from
BART.
This kind of mix already is accessible in existing commercial areas on the west and east side. Possibly
this would work on the Chen property if there is residential development to support it.
Dublin Land Company – great for residents and people going to Contra Costa County.
Downtown Dublin would work for this type of development as there is the space for it; or you have
Dublin Land Company or the Chen Property.
Chen site – due to the size of the parcel.
Promenade – this is a nice complement to the area.

Hybrid Power Lifestyle Center






Chen – to capitalize on surrounding shopping.
Not an option for development in Dublin. However, a true lifestyle center would be more
appropriate in the property across Hacienda Drive -- "the Green".
Grafton Plaza could become this Hybrid center; it has Lowes and assorted restaurants now and can
handle additional mixed use entities.
Dublin Land Company and/or Chen sites due to the land size.

Ethnic Specialty Retail Center









Downtown Dublin would be a good location, and perhaps centerpiece, of a redeveloped downtown
Dublin.
This might also work in the Downtown Dublin site.
The Green is somewhat isolated and could become a specific ethnic center.
The Green at Park Place, with maybe some mixed use given proximity to transit.
Grafton Plaza – to serve neighborhood.
Promenade/Grafton sites – due to the demographics in the area and size of the sites.
The Chen property would be good for the ethnic approach, and I think it would be highly successful
in that area due to the new home developments.
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3. Range of Uses
What type of uses do you think are most appropriate for each of the five opportunity sites?
Why?
For this question, Task Force members indicated which uses they felt would be appropriate for each
opportunity site. Some sites were envisioned for a range of uses; others were more targeted.
“Residential” in this exercise means exclusively residential; “Mixed-Use” means a mix of residential and
other uses. Comments regarding
TYPE OF USE
Opportunity Site
Downtown Dublin
The Green at Park Place
Dublin Land Co. Parcel 1
Dublin Land Co. Parcel 2
Dublin Land Co. Parcel 3
Dublin Land Co. Parcel 4
Dublin Land Co.
The Promenade/ Grafton

Retail

Office

✔✔✔✔
✔✔✔✔
✔
✔✔
✔
✔
✔✔✔✔
✔✔✔

✔
✔✔✔
✔

✔✔✔

Residential

✔✔
✔

Mixed-Use

✔✔
✔✔

✔✔
✔✔
✔✔✔
✔✔✔

✔✔✔
✔✔✔
✔✔
✔✔✔✔
✔✔✔
✔✔
✔
✔✔✔

✔✔✔✔✔

✔✔

✔✔✔

Plaza
Chen Property

Questions and comments generated include:
Retail






I don't think we need another massive retail-only center, unless it is re-imagined with a faux main
street, fountain, specialty shops, etc.
Chen, due to its proximity to other centers.
Dublin Land Company to support residential.
All sites could be considered.

Office





One of the properties bordering I-580 (The Green, Dublin Land Company Parcel 1, Chen) or,
perhaps, one of the Dublin Land Company parcels.
All sites OK, except for downtown.
The Green could focus on this identity since it is a bit tucked away from immediate street access.

Residential




I don't feel the task force got enough information on residential to address this. The residential
market is very finicky, and I worry that in the future we could end up with a lot of "underwater"
residential here.
Dublin Land Company – needed to support retail.
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Mixed-Use






Promenade -- Retail, office.
The Green – next to BART; Downtown near BART.
All sites OK.
The Promenade could support mixed-use, since it seems to need a specific "draw" to entice people
to make the extra effort to reach it.

4. Design Principle Elements
Please indicate what design principles you would suggest to maximize the viability of the opportunity
sites.
This question was divided into three sections: Materials, Textures and Character; Amenities; and
Connectivity, Access and Sustainability. Task Force Members’ comments are shown under each section.

A. Materials, Textures and Character
What character-defining elements of texture and materials would you like to see with future
commercial development in Dublin?








Modern materials, facades setbacks, green walls, recessed upper stories creating
terraces/balconies.
Elements that create a sense of place are critical. At least one of these areas should have it.
Contemporary street design, lighting, parking garage, emphasis on walkable/cycling. The bottom
photograph’s architecture (Alaska Drive, Lakewood, Colorado) is what I would like to see.
Depends upon the area. Chen, not much. Downtown lots of rich materials and design reliefs.
Base, body and roof. Limited use of stucco covered boxes.
Modern architecture, good lighting, good signage.
I would like to see something new and trendy. I like how Emeryville BayStreet is set up with the
mix use and the look of a walkway. More than just shopping but a place for the family to come
and hang out for hours shop eat and walk around to enjoy the location.
Stone finish seems to work well in Dublin along with contemporary metal fixtures.

B. Amenities
What kinds of amenities would you like to see with future commercial development in Dublin?



Rockville (Md.) Town Center is a good example of combining retail, a town center look and feel,
with a play element. It is anchored by a Gordon Biersch, has a specialty bakery, coffee, ethnic
restaurants, the town library, gym, two 3-story parking garages and housing above the retail. The
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height of the buildings protects against the elements (wind in Dublin's case), the center has a
play element, with fountains, and the restaurants border the square element so they can open to
outdoor seating in nice weather. A small, specialty grocery store also is included.
Downtown needs open space and walkability. Power shopping requires cars and people.
Pedestrian friendly gathering spots, outdoor dining, landscape features.
I think the landscaping is key to make it feel like a place you want to be, play elements for the
children is important, and open space where you can picnic with the family or just hang out and
enjoy the people around you shopping and relaxing during the day. A place where you can make
it a day event rather then a rushed "Let’s shop and go home.”
Would like to see outdoor cafe seating/lighting, open/green space/ seating, landscaping
features, and event space.
Outdoor cafes, event space, water features.
Dublin has been very successful and effective in going GREEN, so open space and colorful /
durable landscape are important features.

C. Connectivity, Access and Sustainability
What aspects of connectivity, access and sustainability would you like to see with future commercial
development in Dublin?












Pedestrian-friendly features should be required in any planned development. Sustainability
features are required by code (i.e., stormwater planters). Bike lanes, bike racks and storage, safe
pedestrian pathways and sidewalks with landscaped borders should be included in any proposed
development along with outdoor seating and amenities to encourage outdoor activities, giving
space to cafes opening onto outdoor seating areas, performance areas, benches, fountains,
landscaping, and trees.
We need a heart, a soul. Many of the elements shown in the pictures are fine. Walkability and
cycling are important. But I also think it's important to get rid of the massive expanse of asphalt
by building low-profile (3-story) garages. This would also open up the retail/commercial
possibilities. Solar panels over more of the parking in the city also is critical, especially as solar
power reaches parity with other electricity sources.
All this looks fine but we have to get serious about biking and even some walking. I don't see
many folks with cars doing that. Strong emotional appeal but little real demand. How many task
force members ride bikes?
Walkable parking areas that include sustainable landscaping, designated bike lanes.
I think pathways are super important (safe ones) for both pedestrians and bikers to bring their
bikes and families, but a place that has to be realistic and making sure there is ample parking.
Would like to see pathways, parking lot landscaping, solar panels.
Pathways and parking lot landscaping, walkability, bikes and solar panels.
Bikeways need to be incorporated into all developments, keeping with the GREEN image of
Dublin.
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5. Other Comments








One issue that I don't think we've tackled is the mix of residential and commercial/retail on
these sites. This is critical to the forward look for Dublin. And we should address a timeline for
this development. If it all happened in the next 3 to 5 years that would be a bad thing for the
community. I hope we get a chance to discuss this at our next meeting.
I think that we have done a great job to date with fewer missteps than I would have thought
through the eight years that I was involved.
We need a greater variety of restaurants to attract residents and visitors; better design of garbage
and recycling enclosures.
The City needs to do a better job in configuring traffic flow patterns within and around any
future developments. More parking and less building density at each site.
Dublin is now on the map and needs to incorporate the smart ideas derived from this task force
committee.
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Market Viability and Design Principles
Due June 18th, 2014

Homework Assignment

Thank you for your participation!

If you have any questions regarding the homework assignment, please contact Jeff Baker
at 925-833-6610, or via email at jeff.baker@dublin.ca.gov.

We will aggregate your responses to each of these questions and present the results at our
next Task Force meeting June 25. At that time we will have a discussion about the
relative desirability – and types of development most supported – of each of the
opportunity sites. In addition, we will present a set of emerging design principles. These
discussions will serve as review of our initial recommendations.

Response and Report of Findings

Please complete the forms on the following pages and return the assignment via email
(erin.steffen@dublin.ca.gov) or fax (925-833-6628) no later than the end of the business
day, Wednesday, June 18.

Submittal Process and Due Date

Following up on the presentations and discussions from the previous two Task Force
meetings, this survey is intended to gather your thoughts about the direction for
commercial development across the City of Dublin. We have put together a set of
questions that will help us identify areas of concurrence and divergence as a group as we
answer the Council’s charge to develop a set of recommendations. As you consider your
responses, you may wish to refer to the Opportunity Site Fact Sheets distributed at
Meeting #1, as well as the presentations at Meetings #2 and #3 which are available on the
Task Force website www.dublin.ca.gov/CDTaskForce.

Introduction and Purpose

Please list in the provided field on the following page the most “desirable” site first,
followed by the remaining sites in order of preference. Also, describe what
influenced your selections.

Clearly, not all of the opportunity sites included in this study are equally capable of
becoming viable commercially given the market factors and various site location
constraints. At this point in the Task Force process, we would like each of you to take
some time to consider the “desirability” of each of the five opportunity sites and to prioritize
them in the order in which you believe they are most suitable for commercial development.

We have learned that for Dublin to support the amount of future retail development
currently entitled within the city limits, an additional population of 220,000 would be
required within the trade area. Moreover, this assumes that no other new retail
development would occur elsewhere to compete for that demand. Freeway access and
visibility, automobile circulation and parking, pedestrian/transit/bicycle friendliness are also
key factors for commercial development.

Question 1. Site Desirability

City of Dublin Opportunity Sites

5.

4.

3.

2.

Please list the remaining sites in order of preference in terms of desireability.
Please describe what influenced your selections.

1.

In your opinion, what is the most “desirable” site for commercial development
in Dublin? Why?

City of Dublin Opportunity Sites

Please indicate in the provided field on the following select pages which opportunity
sites you feel are most appropriate for accommodating the specific type of retail
center indicated.

On the following pages are some local Bay Area examples of the retail typology we have
been discussing. With each example, we have included some supportive facts such as
tenant mix, square footage and site acreage for you to consider in comparing these
examples to the five opportunity sites in Dublin. (The tenants included in these examples
are for comparison purposes only).

Some commercial development types are more appropriate for the Dublin market than
others – neighborhood shopping center; hybrid power/neighborhood center; hybrid power
lifestyle center; Faux “Main Street” ; ethnic specialty center. Other types, or formats, are
less likely to be pursued here.

Question 2. Commercial/Retail Typology

(Mixed-use)

Residential

Neighborhood shopping center – Waterford Place – Dublin, CA

Site Area: 20 ac. (including residential)

(Typical neighborhood shopping center s.f.
30,000 - 125,000 sq. ft,)

Square Footage: 150,000 s.f. retail

Tenant Mix:
- Peet’s Coffee
- Coco Cabana (restaurant)
- Safeway (52,000 sq. ft.)
- Wells Fargo Bank
- Baja Fresh
- AAA
- Amici’s Pizzeria
(Mixed-use)

Residential

Neighborhood shopping center – Waterford Place – Dublin, CA

(Mixed-use)

Residential

On which of the five development sites in Dublin do you think this type of retail
would make the most sense? Why?

Neighborhood shopping center – Waterford Place – Dublin, CA

Faux “Main Street” – 4th Street – Berkeley, CA

(Mixed-use)

and Office

Commercial

Site Area: 14 ac.

(There is no typical square footage for a faux “main street”)

Square Footage: 250,000 s.f. (ground-floor retail)

Tenant Mix:
- CB2
- Crate and Barrel Outlet
- Peet’s Coffee
- Tacubaya (Mexican)
- Café Rouge
- Apple Store
- Bette’s Ocean View Diner
- toy stores
- book stores
- other high-end merchandise
- salon
- office space
- Sur La Table

Faux “Main Street” – 4th Street – Berkeley, CA

(Mixed-use)

and Office

Commercial

Commercial

(Mixed-use)

and Office

On which of the five development sites in Dublin do you think this type of retail
would make the most sense? Why?

Faux “Main Street” – 4th Street – Berkeley, CA

Hybrid power neighborhood center – El Cerrito Plaza – El Cerrito, CA

Site Area: 30 ac.

(Typical hybrid power neighborhood center s.f.
150,000 - 500,000 sq. ft,)

Square Footage: 470,000 s.f.

Tenant Mix:
- Barnes & Noble
- Lucky’s Grocery Store
- Trader Joe’s
- See’s Candies
- Bed Bath and Beyond
- CVS Pharmacy
- JoAnn Fabrics
- Petco
- Ross
- Pasta Pomodoro
- Starbuck’s
- Romano’s Macaroni Grill
- Jamba Juice

Hybrid power neighborhood center – El Cerrito Plaza – El Cerrito, CA

On which of the five development sites in Dublin do you think this type of retail
would make the most sense? Why?

Hybrid power neighborhood center – El Cerrito Plaza – El Cerrito, CA

Hybrid power lifestyle center – Hacienda Crossings – Dublin, CA

Site Area: 60 ac.

(Typical hybrid power lifestyle center s.f.
(500,000 sq. ft and up)

Square Footage: 420,000 s.f.

Tenant Mix:
- Bed Bath & Beyond
- T.J.Maxx
- Old Navy
- Any Mountain
- Barnes and Noble
- Babies R Us
- Best Buy
- Ulta Salon
- Regal Cinemas and Imax
- Applebee’s
- Black Angus
- Matsu Sushi
- Starbuck’s
- Five Guys Burgers

Hybrid power lifestyle center – Hacienda Crossings – Dublin, CA

On which of the five development sites in Dublin do you think this type of retail
would make the most sense? Why?

Hybrid power lifestyle center – Hacienda Crossings – Dublin, CA

Ethnic specialty center – Ulfert’s Center – Dublin, CA

On which of the five development sites in Dublin do you think this type of retail
would make the most sense? Why?

Ethnic specialty centers can vary greatly in form, configuration and character. The key to this
type of retail center is its ability to survive based on the needs of it users, and its proximity to
those users who often relate to or appreciate a particular ethnic culture associated with the center.
Dublin has Ulfert’s center, but the market could potentially support another ethnic specialty center
within the area.

Ethnic specialty center – Ulfert’s Center – Dublin, CA

Considering these general definitions for retail, commercial, and office use, please
indicate in the provided field on the select page which opportunity site(s) you feel is
most appropriate for each type of use.

To clarify, retail uses involve the sale of finished goods (e.g., clothing, consumer products,
groceries, and prepared food). Commercial uses involve the sale of goods and services (in
addition to retail, this can include restaurants, barber shops, dry cleaning, etc). Office uses
are intended for professional, administrative, or business related services. Please review
the example imagery on the following pages for each type of use.

When we talk about “commercial development” we include not only retail, but office space
as well.

Question 3. Range of Uses

Range of Uses

Commercial

Office

Retail

Residential (Mixed-use)

Residential (Mixed-use)

Commercial

Mixed-Use: [List sites.]

Residential: [List sites.]

Office: [List sites.]

Retail: [List sites.]

Office

Retail

What land uses do you think make the most sense for each of the five
development sites? Why?

Range of Uses

Design Principles

Please indicate in the provided field on the select pages what design principles you
would suggest to maximize the viability of the opportunity sites.

The following pages provide imagery and a vocabulary to help orient you and think about
the design principles you would prefer for the opportunity sites in Dublin.

There are however, other design principles important to all forms of development that are
necessary in creating a sense of place and providing experiential qualities that draw people
to a destination and entice them to stay. These include character-defining materials,
amenities and landscaping, connectivity and access (e.g., physically and digitally).

Design elements are important, both to developers and consumers, and help to define and
distinguish one commercial market from another. For retail-oriented typology, freeway
access and visibility, automobile circulation and parking are very key design elements.

Question 4. Design Principle Elements

Materials, Textures and Character

What character-defining elements of texture and materials would you like to see
with future commercial development in Dublin?

Materials, Textures and Character

Event Space

Landscaping Features

Play Elements

Open/Green Space / Seating
Water Features

Outdoor Café Seating / Lighting

Amenities

Event Space

Water Features

Landscaping Features

Play Elements

Open/Green Space / Seating

What kinds of amenities would you like to see with future
commercial development in Dublin?

Outdoor Café Seating / Lighting

Amenities

Bike

Solar Panels

Pathways and Parking Lot Landscaping

Connectivity, Access and Sustainability

Stormwater Planters

Bike

Solar Panels

Pathways and Parking Lot Landscaping

Stormwater Planters

What aspects of connectivity, access and sustainability would you like to see
with future commercial development in Dublin?

Connectivity, Access and Sustainability

In the field below, please provide any other comments you have regarding issues and
opportunities for commercial development in Dublin.

Other comments

If you have any questions regarding the homework assignment, please contact Jeff Baker
at 925-833-6610, or via email at jeff.baker@dublin.ca.gov.

Please remember to return the assignment via email (erin.steffen@dublin.ca.gov) or fax
(925-833-6628) no later than the end of the business day, Wednesday, June 18.

That concludes the survey. Thank you for your participation!

